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ABSTRACT
This study deals with the second-order analysis of 
unbraced, single story, gabled frames with singly or doubly 
symmetrical tapered members and hinged supports. Only in-plane 
behavior is considered with adequate bracing to prevent out-of­
plane deflections. Two methods of analysis were developed: a
modified stiffness method procedure in the form of a computer 
program and a manual trial and error method. The trial and 
error procedure is based on the slope deflection method and 
moment area principles. Numerical integration was used for com­
putation of the stiffness matrix elements and slope deflection 
stiffness and carry-over factors. In both procedures, P-A 
effects are taken into account by formulating the equilibrium 
equations on the deformed structure. Effects of residual stress­
es are studied by assuming a residual stress pattern at all 
cross-sections. The yielded portions of members due to combined 
effects of residual stresses and applied normal stresses are 
eliminated during the incremental loading process. Reinforcement 
effect of rigid connections is considered by assuming that a 
hinge cannot form on members adjacent to reinforced connections 
within a distance equal to depth of the member from the connec­
tion. Loading is incremental and continues until the failure of 
the frame.
Using the modified stiffness and trial and error methods, 
the maximum load capacity of several example frames was calculated. 
Comparison of load-deflection relationships from the two proce­
dures showed good agreement. Comparison with analytical and ex­
perimental results found in the literature also showed good agree­
ment. Results for a frame constructed of double symmetric H- 
shaped cross-sections and constant tapering angle in all members 
were compared to the maximum load computed by the AISC design 
provisions for similar frames. The maximum load computed by this 
procedure was slightly less than the maximum load carrying capacity 
estimated by the proposed procedures.
X I V
CHAPTER I
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 Nature of Tapered Members
In 1952 Amirikian (1) first proposed the use of 
tapered members or v/edge-beams. The suggestion was made 
-:or better and more efficient use of materials. Today, 
tapered members are used in gabled frames with one or more 
bays, single-story framed structures, cantilevered elements 
of structures, and sometimes end portions of beams in low- 
rise structures to increase their resistance to bending 
moment and shear at connections.
The frames containing this type of members are 
called tapered frames. Tapered frames are widely used in 
pre-engineered metal building industry. Typically, the 
analysis of tapered frames is first order using design cri­
terion of American Institute of Steel Construction, which is 
based on empirical formulas of Column Research Counsel, and 
no inelastic buckling study was considered. Here the effect 
of some factors on behavior and load capability of tapered
frames are attempted to study. These factors are; P-A
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effect, residual stresses, and the reinforcement effect of 
rigid connections.
The flexural behavior of a prismatic element with 
rigid or simple end connections does not follow a consistent 
form due to variation of moment along the element. The 
location of maximum bending moment and the variation of the 
moment along the beam depends on type, location and com­
position of loads, and for rigid frames it is related to 
relative stiffness of the member.
It is possible to shape an element to produce uni­
form maximum stress over its entire length, but economically 
it is not feasible because of labor cost in fabrication and 
manufacturing. However, efficient use of material can be 
attained through the use of tapering. For example, if the 
prismatic rafter of a rigid frame is increased in cross- 
section near the supports, the bending moment under verti­
cal or lateral loads will increase also near the supports 
and decrease toward the middle. If the increase of the 
cross-section at the ends is accompanied by a decrease of 
the cross-section at the mid-span , the change of shape of 
the bending moment diagram becomes more apparent, ^ith an 
appreciable change of a prismatic to a tapered shape, the 
bending moment diagram of the rafter may change from reverse 
flexure to single flexure (like two hinged cantilever beams), 
This change of shape can be translated into a practical and 
suitable pattern of cross-sections, which provides a near
consistant stress pattern and consequently better use of 
material along the member.
Tapered members are also used for columns in frames 
for the same advantages. Because of low bending moment cap­
ability at the narrow end of a tapered element, the joint 
at this end can be considered hinged or sometimes partially 
hinged. The other end, which has higher bending moment 
capacity, is used in rigid connections.
1.1.2 Types of Tapered Members
In general, a tapered member can be defined as a 
member composed of wedge-shaped elements arranged for better 
stress distribution and better control of stress along the 
:;iember. A tapered member may be made of steel, wood, or 
concrete. In the case of steel the member is constructed 
by welding all elements to each other. The cross-section 
can be constructed in any desirable shape. Some of the 
shapes that are widely used are H-shaped sections, channel 
sections, box sections, and rectangular sections. Figure 1.1.
<•
A tapered member may be single tapered, which means only the 
web or only the flanges of the member is tapered or double­
tapered where both web and flanges are tapered.
1.1.3 Analysis
In the design of steel structures, a major concern 
is assessment of the overall stability of the structure.
I'Then the analysis used by the designer to determine the
distribution of forces and moments throughout the structure 
is first order, stability effects are not included and the 
results must be adjusted to reflect the reduction in strength 
of the structure due to stability effects. In the North 
American steel design specification, this adjustment is 
accomplished through the use of interaction equations for 
the design of beam-columns.
In braced frames, the resistance to lateral loads 
imposed on a structure is provided by flexural action, 
diagonal bracing shear walls, claddings, etc. Tvhen shear 
walls and diagonal bracing are not used and the effects of 
cladding are negligible, the frame of such a structure is 
called "unbraced." The lateral stiffness of an unbraced 
frame must be supplied by flexural action of beams and 
columns and the rigidity of their connections.
The behavior of unbraced frames has been the subject 
of many studies in the last few decades. Some of the recent 
studies deal with second order analysis of this type of 
frame. In second order analysis, the equilibrium equations 
are formulated considering the deformed structure. In other 
words, the secondary moments of the structure, resulting 
from eccentricity of axial loads due to transverse displace­
ments of members, are accounted for in the analysis. The 
consideration of these secondary bending moments is commonly 
referred to as includinc "P-A effects."
The behavior of an unbraced plane frame ^ith rigid 
joints can be studied under gravity, lateral and combined 
gravity and lateral loadings. Under gravity loadings,- at a 
certain critical load a bifurcation of equilibrium is possi­
ble, and failure occurs as the column buckle, Figure 1.2. 
Under lateral loads, as the bending moments increase, hinges 
form at or between the rigid joints, Figure 1.3. After the 
formation of sufficient number of hinges to define mechanism, 
the frame becomes instable and failure occurs. Under com­
bined lateral and gravity loads, which is the most general 
type of loading, horizontal deflection is present from the 
beginning. Figure 1.4. The failure of a frame under com­
bined loading may occur due to sidesway buckling or plastic 
mechanism.
The purpose of this study is to investigate nonlinear 
behavior of tapered frames. This nonlinearity can be caused 
by several factors: P-A effects, residual stresses, rigid­
ity of joints, etc. In this study the effects of the first 
three factors on the behavior of tapered frames are con­
sidered.
1.2 Review of Literature
1.2.1 Classical Methods
A basic approach to analyze tapered frames was first 
introducted by Amirikian (1). This procedure starts with 
the assumption that a hinge is placed at the narrow end of 
all tapered elements. The structure is then a series of-
Figure 1.1 Types of Cross-Sections Used in Tapered Members
w
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Figure 1.2 Load—Deflection Curve of Frame Loaded with Gravity Load
Plastic hinges formed
Q
A
Figure 1.3 Load-Deflection Curve of a Frame Loaded with Lateral Load
Ult. Load
Q
A
Figure 1.4 Load-Deflection Curve of a Frame Loaded with
Gravity and Lateral Loads
8statistically determinate frames called simple frames. A 
simple frame is composed of one, two, or more subassemblages, 
each of vdiich is formed by two or three tapered members rigid­
ly jointed at their deep end. Figure 1.5. It is assumed 
that, because of adequate bracing out-of-plane lateral de­
flection and twist are not a factor in this study and buck­
ling is not considered. Because of these assumptions, 
analysis of two legged, three hinged frames is very simple.
In practice, the joints at the narrow ends are not hinged, 
therefore, the proposed method by Amirikian underestimates 
the load capacity of tapered frames, and some of the frames 
currently in use are multiple tapered to which Amirikian's 
method is not applicable. Figure 1.6.
Theoretical analysis of tapered members used as 
columns or beams in frames has been studied by several 
authors. Fogel and Ketter (7) studied the effect of a com­
bination of axial compression load, bending moment, and 
slenderness of elastic nonprismatic members pinned at both 
ends. In their study, the in-plane behavior of two types 
of member was considered: (a) members with I cross-sections
and taper web; and (b) members with rectangular cross- 
sections and variable depth. They concluded that the inter­
action among axial load, bending moment, and slenderness is 
dependent on variation of cross-section along the member and 
the loadings and provided formulas to locate cross-sections 
where yielding occurs and their interaction equation, for
Figure 1.5 Multi-Bay Single Story Simple Tapered Frames
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Figure 1.6 Multiple Tapered Beam Gabled Frames
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both types of elements.
Moses, F. (3) presented a numerical iterative method 
suitable for digital computers to solve the stability prob­
lem associated with sidesway buckling of inelastic frames.
In his procedure, which is called the "fixed deflection 
method," a deflected shape or a buckled mode is assumed and 
the load associated with the assumed deflected shape com­
puted by first analyzing each member of the frame subjected 
to end moments, axial forces, and transverse loads and then 
applying equilibrium equations, compatibility, and boundary 
conditions to solve for the applied loads. Since the com­
putations are based on the deflected shape of the frame, 
this is a second order method. In computing the load for an 
assumed deflected shape, the method cannot be used for as a 
neutral equilibrium criteria for buckling, but it can be 
conveniently used for numerical computation by computer.
For the stability analysis of rigid frames, Wang
(10) used a trial and error method, to make the determinant
of the stability stiffness matrix equal to zero. For each
value of the standard stability angle (cj5 = L/P ) , a value
V El
of the determinant can be computed. The lowest value of 
the stability angle for which the determinant is zero is the 
critical standard stability angle, from which the buckling 
load is computed. For frames with nonprismatic members,
Wang suggests that each member be divided into small elements 
assuming average properties at the two ends as properties
12
of the element. With this procedure the size of stiffness 
matrix increases proportionally with the number of elements 
in the frame and, therefore, more computer time and storage 
is required.
Wang used an iterative procedure for second order 
analysis. In the first cycle of iteration, the computations 
are based on the geometry of the frame using the joint dis­
placements from the first order analysis. In the second 
cycle, the computations are based on the geometry of the 
frame at the end of the first cycle of iteration. This pro­
cedure is repeated to any desired degree of accuracy.
Galambos (5), using the slope deflection method, 
formulated equilibrium equations for the analysis of frames. 
In his procedure, the .equilibrium equations are formulated 
on the undeformed frame for first order analysis. For 
second-order elastic analysis, the equilibrium equations are 
formulated on the deformed structure. The moments in the 
members are magnified by the product of the axial force and 
the deflection, which results an increase in deformations. 
These deformations become quite large when the load approach 
the buckling load of the frame. For rigid plastic analysis 
Galambos assumed that no deformation occurs until plastic 
moment is reached at sufficient locations in the frame to 
develop a mechanism. At this point the load is called 
plastic collapse load or plastic failure load.
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1.2.2 Design Methods
Lee, Morrell and Ketter (2,9) conducted a comprehen­
sive study of the stability and design of tapered frames.
This study was concerned with the analysis of frames with 
members having linearly tapered webs and doubly symmetric 
H-shaped cross-sections. To develop a design procedure, 
they suggested the use of design formulas for prismatic mem­
bers but with modification factors. The result of this study 
was the development of a set of curves for several types of 
frames from which the effective length of tapered column 
with or without sidesway can be computed. These results are 
contained in the 1973 American Institute of Steel Construction 
specification as Appendix D (4). The application of this 
design procedure is given in Reference 8. The procedure is 
based on finding an imaginary prismatic beam-column with 
cross-section of the small end of the tapered member and 
with a length equal to effective length factor times the 
length of the tapered member. The provisions for prismatic 
members are used to determine allowable stresses of the mem­
bers. The maximum load of the frame is the load where the 
stress at a location on the frame is at the allowable stress 
for that member.
1.3 Effects of Residual Stresses
Since tapered members are normally fabricated from 
flame cut or hot rolled flat plates or rolled sections, 
significant residual stresses are to be expected. Because
14
of these residual stresses, a frame constructed of tapered 
members may exhibit a lower capacity than a frame constructed 
with initially stress-free section.
Extensive investigations by Frost and Schilling (7) 
Nagarajarao, Marek, and Tall (16) , DX'/ight and Maxham (21) , 
and Nethercot (18,19) on the magnitude of residual stresses 
in hybrid H-shaped test beams and stub columns, shows that 
tension residual stresses near the weld area and flame cut 
edges may be as high as the yield stress of the material, 
and that compressive residual stresses in the remainder of 
the cross-sectional area balancing the tension stresses.
In an elasto-plastic analysis, residual stresses do not have 
a direct effect on the load capacity of tapered frames. In 
other words, the residual stresses do not reduce the plastic 
moment capacity of cross-sections, however, the presence of 
residual stresses does increase frame flexibility, which, 
in turn, causes a reduction of load capacity due to second 
order effects.
1.4 Present Analysis
1.4.1 Elasto-Plastic Stiffness Analysis of Tapered Frames 
In this study a computer program was developed to 
analyze the elasto-plastic behavior of tapered frames under 
vertical and horizontal loads applied in one or tv/o stages. 
The computer program is a general program and considers non­
linear behavior of frames due both to material properties
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and P-A effects. Residual stresses are considered by 
assuming the same . pattern at every cross-section. The 
effect of reinforcement of a connection (11,12) is consider­
ed by assuming that a hinge does not form within a distance 
equal to the depth of member from the center of connection.
A frame may be loaded by two sets of loads, in two 
stages. In the first stage the loads are applied to the 
frame in one cycle, and in the second stage the loads are 
applied incrementally. In both stages, an iterative proce­
dure is used to include P-A effects in the analysis. When 
it is desired to load the frame with only one load set, the 
loads of the second, set are taken equal to zero.
The stiffness method i.s used for analysis. Using 
the moment area principle and numerical integration on small 
elements of members, .the stiffness matrices for members are 
computed. The structure stiffness matrix is then assumbled 
and solution for a given load obtained by multiplying the 
inverse of frame stiffness matrix by load matrix. At the 
end of each loading, stresses resulted from axial froce 
and bending moment are combined with residual stresses in 
every cross-sections and yielded portions of all cross- 
sections are eliminated. Elimination of the yielded portions 
causes change in member stiffness, therefore, new properties 
for the member elements are computed for the next loading.
If all segments at a cross-section are eliminated, e.g., 
when the bending moment reaches the plastic moment capacity of
16
the cross-section including the effect of axial load, a 
hinge has formed at that location. Subsequent analysis is 
made with a real hinge inserted at that location on the 
frame. The analysis is continued by further loading the 
frame until sufficient hinges are found to form a plastic 
mechanism or sidesway buckling of the frame occurs.
1.4.2 Trial and Error Method of Analysis
The purpose of this part of study is to develop an 
alternative to the stiffness method to analyze a plane 
frame.
Here a manual trial and error technique is presented 
to estimate the load-deflection relationship for tapered
gable frame hinged at the supports. This technique takes
into account in-plane behavior of the frame, and the slope- 
deflection method is used for the analysis.
The analysis of the frame by this technique contains 
two stages of incremental loading as follows :
1. In the first stage, the frame is indeterminate
and the equilibrium equations are formulated on
deformed structure including P-A effects. The 
computation for an increment of load starts by 
assuming a value for the horizontal reaction at 
one of the supports. With this assumed value, 
the remaining reactions and the horizontal 
deflection at one end of the rafter with respect
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to other end are calculated. The horizontal 
deflection is calculated in two different ways, 
if the two computed values are equal or within 
an acceptable range, the assumed value is 
accepted and all other deflections computed; 
otherwise, the procedure is repeated until con­
vergence. The loading in this stage continues 
until a hinged forms on the frame.
2. In the second stage, the frame is determinate 
and the reactions and deflections for an incre­
ment of load are computed directly from equili­
brium equations, iterated for the effect of 
deformations on reactions. This stage of load­
ing continues until a plastic mechanism occurs 
or the frame fails due to sideway buckling.
1.5 Summary
Although previous studies have produced a variety 
of methods to analyze tapered frames, almost all of these 
methods are in the elastic range. The overall concept of 
inelastic behavior of frames is dependent on P-A effect (or 
secondary moments due to deflections and axial forces), 
residual stresses, true stress-strain relations, joint 
rigidity, and, finally, strain reversal in fibers. It is 
difficult and sometimes impossible to consider all of these 
factors in the solution. However, an attempt has been made 
to develop a method of solution for the analysis of tapered
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frames in the plastic as well as elastic range including 
some of these factors. Two different analysis methods were 
developed and results compared. The effect of residual 
stress is considered in the form of a pattern of stress at 
cross-sections of all members. It is assumed all joints ex­
cept supports are rigid, and the secondary effect of axial 
force due to transverse deflection of a member is considered 
for each loading and iterated until convergence occurs.
CHAPTER II 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TAPERED FRAMES
2.1 General
This chapter is a discussion of a computer program 
for the elastro-plastic analysis of planar frames. The pro­
gram analyzes nonlinear behavior of a plane frame caused by 
P-A effects and considers effects caused by partial yield­
ing of the cross-sections due to residual stresses.
2.2 Assumptions
The members of the frame are assumed to be web 
tapered only and with constant tapering angle. The flunges 
have constant width and thickness, and with minor adjustment 
the program can be used for variable flunge dimensions. It 
is also assumed that the location of the centroidal axis of 
a member varies linearly and that it lies in the plane of 
the frame. Therefore, whenever the location of the centroidal 
axis varies significantly from the assumptions, that section 
is considered as a separate member. Figure 2.1. The connec­
tions between the member can be assumed either rigid or
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pinned. The positive direction of joint forces, joint 
displacements, member end forces, and member end displace­
ments are as shown in Figure 2.2. The loads are assumed 
concenterated at joints or uniformly distributed along a 
member and are assumed to be applied in the plane of the 
frame.
All deflections and deformations are assumed to 
occur in the plane of the frame. The out-of-plane behavior, 
including biaxial bending, local, and torsional buckling are 
assumed not to occur in this study.
Sidesway of the frame is not prevented and the re­
sistance to sidesway is assumed to be provided by stiffness 
of the members and rigidity of the connections.
All members are assumed to be built-up from plates 
and/or hot-rolled sections and assembled by welding. The 
cross-sections of the members considered in this study are 
limited to two types, as shown in Figure 2.3. The cross- 
section of the type shown in Figure 2.3(b) is commonly used 
for columns.
The joints of the frame are assumed to be located at 
the ends of the members where the centroidal axes of the 
adjacent members intersect. However, a short stiff member 
is assumed to exist immediately adjacent to all rafter to 
column connections to account for the reinforcement effect 
of the knee area. This increased stiffness forces the for­
mation of the plastic hinges some distance away from the
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Figure 2.1 A Typical Frame with Six Members
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(c) Member End Forces (d) Member End Displacements
Figure 2.2 Sign Conventions of Analysis Procedure
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connection. Later in this chapter the reinforcement effect 
will be discussed in more detail.
2.3 Solution Method
The method of analysis presented here is a stiffness 
method (13), modified to account for P-A and inelastic 
effects caused by residual stress and local yielding.
Since section properties vary along the length of a 
member, elements of the member stiffness matrix cannot be 
computed by the standard methods used for prismatic members. 
It is convenient to use the moment area principle (22) , to 
calculate the elements of the member stiffness matrix.
Figure 2.4 shows a typical tapered member. From the moment 
area principle, carry-over factors and stiffness coefficients 
for this member are:
^ ^dx _ r ®  x^dx
= ^Ja  ^ J a  (2.1)
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Figure 2.3 Types of Cross-Sections
(a) Beam ÂB with a Moment at A
m J
(b) Moment Diagram
8
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(c) Equivalent Form of Moment Diagram
I
Figure 2.4 The Deflected Shape and Moment Diagram of a
Typical Beam
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where = the ratio of moment at B to the moment at A, 
and K^g = the stiffness at A. By the same procedure Cg^ 
and Kg^ are:
^ Xidxi
^BA rA 2, (2.3)
x^dx^
_________________ EL^________________
x^dx , „ (L-x)xdx
^x
The moment of inertia along a tapered member is 
variable, and the relationship between the coordinate of 
the location where the moment of inertia is desired, and the 
moment of inertia is complicated for some types of tapered 
members. Furthermore, it is not possible to establish a 
relationship between the location and moment of inertia for 
cross-sections which are partially yielded. Numerical in­
tegration is used in this study by dividing the member into 
a number of small segments and using the average properties 
at the two ends of each element as the properties of the 
element. Thus, it is assumed that the member is stepped
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(i.e., each element is prismatic), and integration is 
performed along the stepped member. The accuracy of solu­
tion depends on two factors: 1. the number of element in
the members, the larger the number of elements, the more 
accurate the results obtained from the calculation; and 2. 
the tapering angle of the member. As the tapering angle 
increases the variation of moment of inertia along the mem­
ber also increases. The increase of tapering angle may 
increase the depth of the member drastically, so the deep 
beam effect becomes a factor in stress distribution in deep 
cross-sections, but this study is not concerned with this 
effect. For accurate results, the number of elements along 
a member must be increased with increased tapering angle. 
However, the size of computer and computer time economics 
limits the practical number of the elements.
2. 4 P-A Effects
Transverse displacement of one end of a member with 
respect to the other end causes an eccentricity of the axial 
load which creates an additional moment along the member. 
This moment is termed the P-A effect.
The analysis of a structure considering this effect 
is called a "second order" analysis. In a second order 
analysis, the shear equilibrium equations are formulated on 
a deformed structure and, thus, the secondary moments pro­
duced by eccentricity of axial loads in all members are con­
sidered in the analysis.
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2.4.1 Formulation for P-A Effects
Consider the column of Figure 2.5(a) under a vertical 
load Pand horizontal load Q. The column is pinned at the 
support and restrained by the girder, which is replaced by 
a rotational spring at the top. Figure 2.5(b) shows the 
deflected shape of the column and the moment at the top of 
the column is :
M = Qh + PA (2.5)
The moment M consists of two parts: Qh, a first
order moment due to the horizontal load, and PA, the second
order moment caused by the deformation A and the axial load
P. This moment can be replaced by a pair of transverse
loads at the ends of the column. From
PA = hV (2.6)
the transverse loads can be written as :
V = ^  (2.7)
where V is an imaginary load which is placed at both ends 
of the column to create a moment equivalent to PA, see 
Figure 2.5(c).
Starting with a load increment acting on the frame, 
values of V for all members are computed for known P and A.
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In the first iteration the values of V are used as a new set 
of loads for the frame, and the displacements, moments and 
axial forces introduced by these loads are computed and add­
ed to the existing displacements, moments and axial forces.
In other iterations, in each cycle the deflections and axial 
forces introduced by the imaginary load of the previous 
iteration are used to compute the values of V which are used 
as the new set of loads. The cycles of iterations continues 
until all of the computed values of V drop to less than a 
specified value, which in this study is assumed to be equal 
to 0.001 kips.
2.5 Residual Stresses
Residual stresses in the plates and rolled shapes 
have been the subject of a number of investigations which 
have resulted in a better understanding of the behavior and 
load capacity of structural elements. Residual stresses are 
introduced in a structural members during the following pro­
cesses: welding, flame cutting, hot-rolling, cold bending
and cambering. Tapered members are usually fabricated from 
rolled plates cut to the desired size by a flame torch or 
mechanical plate shear. However, rolled shapes are sometimes 
used to construct tapered members, for example, a hot rolled 
channel may be used as a compression flange of a column. In 
either case, the elements are assembled by welding which in­
troduces residual stresses in the member. Residual stresses 
caused by welding and flame cutting in built-up members are
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the only types of residual stresses considered in this 
study.
The unresisted thermal expansion of steel for each 
100°C is approximately equal to the strain of mild steel at 
yield (21). The temperature of steel around a welded area 
or near a flame cut edge rises to about 1200°C. This 
localized increase in temperature causes a change in the 
physical properties of the cross-section after cooling. The 
residual stresses in these areas may reach as high as the 
yield stress of the base material. The residual stresses 
immediately adjacent to the weld or flame cut are usually 
tensile and are balanced by lower compressive residual 
stresses spread over a larger portion of the cross-section.
The pattern of residual stresses in a rolled section 
depends on the rate of cooling and rolling process. 
Bjorhovde, et al., (20) investigated and measured residual 
stresses in hot rolled thick plates before and after flame 
cutting. It was found that the maximum compressive residual 
stress increases with increased plate size and that varia­
tion of residual stress through the thickness is negligible 
in plates thinner than about one inch. Figure 2.6 shows 
that the isostress diagram of a 12 in. by 3% in. universal 
mill plate, which indicates the variation of the residual 
stress through the thickness of the plate.
The residual stresses of several hybrid H shaped 
test beams have been measured (17). The results of these
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tests confirm the yielding of the area around the weld and 
the flame cut edges, and show similar patterns in all cross- 
sections .
Nagarajarao, Marek and Tall (16) measured residual 
stresses in five hybrid II shaped specimens. The specimens 
were three feet long and fabricated from cut plates and 
universal-mill plates and were not subjected to cold bending 
or straightening. The specimens were not straightened or 
cold-bent or trimmed after welding. The results of residual 
stress measurement for two specimens are shown in Figure 2.7.
The flanges of the specimen shown in Figure 2.7(a) are uni­
versal-mill plates; the flanges of the specimen shown in 
Figure 2.7(b) are flame cut plates. The shape of the resi­
dual stress distributions are very similar to the stress 
distribution in homogeneous shapes. The tensile residual 
stress at the flame cut flange tips ranges from 30 ksi to 
70 ksi and is about 25 ksi at the welds. The compressive 
residual stress is about 20 ksi. The web has high tensile
residual stress in the area close to the weld and a com­
pressive residual stress of about 10 ksi in the remaining 
area.
To analyze the effect of residual stresses in frames, 
a simple geometrical pattern is needed to approximate the 
residual stress pattern found from experimental investiga­
tion.
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Figure 2.5 A Column Deflected under Vertical and Horizontal Loads
Figure 2.6 Isostfess Diagram for Residual Stresses in Thick Plate 
of A36 Steel
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Figure 2.7 Residual Stress Distribution in Two Hybrid H-Shaped 
Specimens
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Dwight and Maxham (21) have used the rectangular 
residual stress pattern shown in Figure 2.8(a) for box 
sections, and later Nethercot (18, 19) adapted the same 
pattern for hybrid I sections. Figure 2.8(b). In this type 
of pattern, the area around the weld is in tension at the 
yield stress level, and the rest of the cross-section is in 
compression, thus balancing the tensile residual stresses.
Theoretical investigations at Cambridge by Dwight 
and Maxham (21), supported by test results, produced a simple
procedure to compute the width of the tension block. The
procedure computes the shrinkage force of a weld by;
F = Hw X ^ /^r) (2.8)
or
F = Gy X A (2.9)
where F = the shrinkage force of the weld, Hw = a constant 
estimatd to be about 0.13 (18), ^^/r\ = the heat input for
a unit Ir th of the weld, Cy = a constant, approximately 
equal to 870 kips/in^. (18) , and finally A = the added area 
of the weld in square inches which can be computed by :
A = 0.6 X Wg (2.10)
in which Wg= weld size.
The width of the yielded tension block is calculated
by-.
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where It = summation of thickness of the plates welded 
together. When the weld is not located in the edge of a 
plate, like in flanges of an I section, twice the plate 
thickness is included in computing It.
When the plates used for the flanges of the I sec­
tion are flame cut, a portion of the plates at the edges is 
also assumed to be yielded in tension. Dwight suggested 
that the width of the tension block induced by flame cutting 
and due to shrinkage to be
C , =  ,2.12,
where t = thickness of the plate in inches, ay = yield stress 
in ksi and = the width of the tension block. Figure 2.8(c) 
shows the residual stress pattern in the flame cut flange of 
an I section.
Tall and Yu, in a study on stub column test results 
at Lehigh University (33), used triangular residual stress 
pattern for H shape cross-section. Figure 2.9. The H shapes 
were built-up from mild steel plates flame cut and universal 
mill. The residual stress in the tips of flame cut flanges 
was approximately 75% of the yield stress.
The buckling curves of beams based on this type of 
residual stress pattern is very similar in most of their 
range to the curves obtained by an analysis based on rectan­
gular patterns, for the same values of the compressive resi­
dual stress (19).
(b) Rectangular R.S. Pattern
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Figure 2.8 Rectangular Residual Stress Patterns for Box Sections and I 
Beam due to Welding and Flame Cutting
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Figure 2.9 Triangular Residual Stress Pattern
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Nethercot (19) mentioned that Dwight recently 
suggested to modify the rectangular tension block of the 
residual stress into the trapezoidal shape for columns, see 
Figure 2.10. He used welding data together with the 
Cambridge approach (Equations 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11). The 
theoretical beam buckling curves based on this type of 
pattern, and curves by experimental results of two sections, 
were in substatial agreement.
The purpose of this study is not to establish a 
definitive residual stress pattern for welded sections, but 
to consider several possible patterns and study their effects 
on the behavior of tapered gabled frames. For this purpose, 
three procedures are included in the computer program, so 
that frames can be analyzed for any of the three patterns 
shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10.
2.6 Elimination of Yielded Portions from Cross-Sections
After loading the frame with both real and imaginary 
loads, caused by P-A effects in a cycle of loading, the 
total end actions of members are computed by adding the end 
actions resulting from that cycle to the end actions due to 
previous load increments. Using the total end actions, 
member loads and standard static formulas, the moment dia­
gram and the axial force along a member are determined.
These are used to establish normal stress distribution of 
cross-sections along the member. Boley (6), using a series
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solution and the Bernoulli-Euler theory for tapered 
rectangular beams, found that for tapered angles of less 
than 15°, the error on normal stress computed by the general 
method was less than a few percent. Since the tapering 
angle of the members used in this study is considerably less 
than 15°, the.Bernoulli-Euler theory is used to compute 
stresses due to bending moment and axial loads.
For elimination of yielded portions, the cross-
section is divided into small segments. To reduce computer 
core usage and computing time, the stress at the center of
gravity of a segment is considered to be the stress along
the length of the segment.
According to Bernoulli-Euler theory the normal 
stresses due to bending moment and axial load in any loca­
tion of a cross-section are:
a = Vm (2.12)
X
where = the bending moment, y = the distance from the 
centroidal x axis of the cross-section to the center of 
gravity of the segment, and p = the axial load. The total 
stress at each point is then:
where - the residual stress of the segment. After
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computation of a^, those segments having a larger than 
the yield stress are replaced by a fictitious force and 
moment. The magnitude of this force is equal to area of the 
yielded segment times the yield stress. The moment arm of 
this force is defined at the distance from the center of 
gravity of the yielded portion to the neutral axis as cal­
culated for the non-yielded parts of the cross-section. The 
next step is to combine all fictitious forces and moments 
with the axial force and bending moment on the cross-section. 
Based on this new moment and axial force, the stresses in 
the rest of segments are computed. The process of eliminat­
ing the yielded segments continues until only segments with 
stress less than the yield stress are left. At this point 
the cycle of computation for a real or imaginary loading is 
completed. For the next cycle of computation, new proper­
ties of all cross-section must be computed.
A typical cross-section used in this study is divided 
into 28 areas, see Figure 2.11. The center portion of the
flanges which are closest to the weld areas are assumed to
be in tension due to residual stresses. The remaining 
portion of the flange area are compressed to balance the 
tension forces of the center portion. The compresses por­
tions of the flange are in two separate parts, but the 
stresses in the identical horizontal layers of these portions 
are the same. Therefore these two separate portions are
treated as one compressed block.
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Each flange is divided into four horizontal layers 
and the flanges of the channel section, located in the lower 
part of Figure 2.11, are divided into two segments. The web 
of the cross-section is divided into eight segments. The 
lower and upper segments of the web are in tension because 
they are closest to the weld area, and the rest of the web 
area is in compression, balancing the residual stresses of 
the other two segments which are in tension. By assigning a 
zero value to the width of flanges of channel in Figure 2.11, 
the cross-section is transformed into a K-shaped section.
If all or some of the tension blocks of cross-sections of 
any or all members of a frame are equated to zero, the frame 
will be analyzed partially or totally free of residual stress-
05 •
2.7 Reinforcement Effect of Rigid Connections
In classical plastic analysis of rigid frames, it is 
usually assumed that a hinge can form at the center of all 
connections. Laboratory tests have shown that when two mem­
bers (usually a column and a rafter) are framed together by 
a reinforced connection, the plastic hinge will form at a 
distance from the face of the connection in the weaker mem­
ber (32). This phenomenon is caused by the increased strength 
of the portion of member adjacent to the connection, and to 
the combined stress condition at the face of the connection. 
This effect tends to increase the stiffness of the frame, 
which in turn results in an increase of the ultimate load
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capacity of the frame. One approach to consider this effect 
in analysis is to introduce a short, stiff member between 
the column or the rafter and the reinforced connection.
This short member behaves elastically during the loading 
process and, therefore, a hinge cannot form in the member.
A full scale frame with prismatic members was tested at 
Lehigh University to study this effect (11). A theoretical 
analysis using the fictitious member concept produced results 
very close to those found experimentally when the location 
of hinge formation was moved to a location with a distance 
equal to depth of column or girder from the face of the con­
nection. The use of this type of fictitious member is con­
sidered in this study.
2.8 Computer Program
A computer program for this study was written for an 
IBM 370/158 computer with the 0S/VS2 JCL system. The lan­
guage of the program is FORTRAN-IV Level N and double pre­
cision was used in all computations.
The following assumptions are made in the develop­
ment of the program:
1. All members of the frame are straight in their 
original position, i.e., no crookedness due to 
fabrication is considered.
2. Plane cross-sections remain plane after deforma­
tion.
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3. Bernoulli-Euler law for stress distribution of 
all cross-sections is applicable.
4. Deformations are small and shear deformations 
are negligible.
5. Due to adequate bracing, the possibility of 
lateral buckling and out-of-plane deformation 
does not exist.
Linear analysis of the frame by the matrix method is 
incorporated with elimination of yielded portions of the 
frame members, the presence of residual stresses, and the 
P-A effects. These refinements are incorporated to analyze 
nonlinear inelastic behavior of the tapered frames. The 
sign conventions for joint forces, joint displacements, end 
actions and forces are shown in Figure 2.2. The input for­
mat for cross-section data, material properties, load infor­
mation, joint coordinates, and boundary conditions are 
explained in Appendix A.
The computer program operates in the following
stages :
Step 1.
Cross-section properties along the members are com­
puted, and the member stiffness matrices in local coordinates 
are assembled. All member stiffness matrices are then trans­
formed to global coordinates and the stiffness matrix of the 
frame is assembled. The ISML library routine LINV2F 
(31) is used to invert the stiffness matrix.
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Step 2.
The following equations, which are based on the 
moinent-area principles, are used to compute fixed end actions 
of a member. Figure 2.12 shows a loaded fixed ended member 
and its equivalent moment diagram.
*(L-x)xdx , wL r^(L-x)x^dx _ r.
I T  5  °
'A VAB
X dx (2.15)
I + f  -0 (2.16)
^  ~ (2.17)
Bg = ~  + \  ~ -^B (2.18)
Li
The load matrix is formed from the applied joint loads, and 
equivalent joint forces are computed by Equations (2.15) to 
(2.18). The solution of the equations so generated gives 
joint rotations and displacements.
Step 3.
The P-A effect is accounted for by computing the 
transverse deflection of one end of a member with respect to 
the other end, and using this deflection and the axial force 
in the number^ a pair of imaginary loads are computed. These
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Figure 2,12 Fixed Ended Seam and Momenr Diagram
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loads are located at the ends of the member and replace the 
moment created by the eccentricity of axial load due to 
transverse deflection of the member. After every cycle of 
loading by a load increment or imaginary loads, the pair of 
imaginary loads for all members are computed and are includ­
ed in the set of loads for next cycle. This iterative pro­
cess was found to converge very fast since the computed 
imaginary loads are very small compared with the loads of 
the previous cycle of loading. The iteration stops when the 
summation of absolute values of imaginary loads of all mem­
bers is less than 0.001 kips.
Step 4.
Multiplication of the member stiffness matrix and 
the member displacement matrix converted to the local co­
ordinate systems gives the member end actions for the loading 
increment. These actions are added to the end actions of the 
previous increments to obtain the total end action. Using 
the total end actions and total member loads the bending 
moment and axial force at each cross-section of all members 
are computed for each loading or at each iteration. With 
the bending moment and axial force of a cross-section known, 
stresses in cross-section segments are calculated and yielded 
portions eliminated. New properties of all cross-sections 
are then computed for the next increment of loading or itera­
tion.
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Step 5.
If all the segments of a cross-section are eliminated, 
a hinge has formed at that location, e.g., the bending monnent has 
reached the plastic moment capacity of the cross-section in 
the presence of axial force. If the formation of the hinge 
occurs because of a real load increment, computed values re­
lated to this increment of loading are deleted, and a smaller 
increment is used to ensure a more accurate result.
The magnitude of the hinge forming load is considered 
to be determined with adequate accuracy if the hinge forms 
during application of a small load increment or during itera­
tion for P-A effects. If the number of hinges is not suffi­
cient to define a mechanism, the analysis process continues 
until a mechanism is found.
The above process for determining the collapse load 
is a lower bound procedure. The existence of a mechanism 
is an upper bound solution, hence, the solution is unique, 
and the maximum load computed is the ultimate load of the 
frame.
2.9 Computer Program Capability
The program has the capability for analyzing a one 
story tapered or prismatic gable frame in both the elastic 
and plastic ranges with consideration of P-A effects, 
residual stresses and localized yielding.
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The frame may be loaded by two load sets. Loads in 
the first set are applied to the frame in one cycle of load­
ing followed by iteration for P-i effects. The second set 
may then be applied incrementally. If either of the two 
sets is not required, zero loads are used for that set. The 
flow chart of the computer program is sho^m in Figure 2.13.
2.10 Computer Analysis Results
Several frames were analyzed to verify the analysis 
technique and the results are summarized as follows :
Number of elements in members
Three frames with maximum tapering angles of less 
than 4° were analyzed with different element patterns in the 
members. For each analysis the loading remained the same 
but the number of elements in each member was varied.
Figure 2.14 shows the results of the analysis of one of the
frames. The results for the other two frames are similar. 
This figure shows that the centerline deflection increases 
with the increasing number of elements, but that the rate of 
increase is much smaller when the number of elements per 
member is between 15 and 25. It also shows that there is
little change when the number of elements is increased from
20 to 25. Taking computer storage limitation into consider­
ation, the optimum number of elements seems to be 20 and this 
number was used for all members of frames analyzed in this 
studv.
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P-A Effects
Figure 2.15 shows a single story frame subjected to 
horizontal and vertical loads. Also shown are load-deflection 
curves for the frame. The upper broken line is from a first 
order analysis and the solid line is from a second order 
analysis. The load-deflection curves show that the second 
order effect decreases the ultimate load capacity of the 
frame and increases the deflections.
Comparison of first and second order analysis results 
for several frames showed that the behavior of a frame, under 
either gravity or combined gravity and lateral loads, cannot 
be adequately predicted by a first order analysis. This is 
especially true when the axial load in a member is signifi­
cant. Figure 2.16 shows a frame loaded by lateral load only. 
Because of the absence of gravity loads, the axial force in 
the members is not significant and the load-deflection 
curves from first and second order analyses do not vary 
significantly.
Residual Stress Effects
To study the effect of residual stress block width, 
four frames were analyzed, with five different residual 
stress patterns. The basic pattern was assumed to be rec­
tangular, Figure 2.8(b), and the ratio of tension block width 
to flange width varied. The results of the analyses were 
similar for all frames. Figures 2. 17 and 2. is show the load- 
deflection relation of two of the frames. As the tension
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block width increases, the stiffness of the members decreases 
which, in turn, causes an increase in deflection. This 
effect, however, does not significantly lower maximum load 
carrying capacity of the frame. ?7hen the width of the tension 
block increases to about 25% of the flange width, the maximum 
load capacity decreased by only 2.5% in two of the frames and 
was unchanged in the other two frames. The decrease is 
attributed to the increase of the second order moments due to 
increased deflections after the first hinge forms.
In order to study the effect of different types of 
residual stress patterns on load-deflection curves, the same 
frames were analyzed using the other two residual stress 
patterns. Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The results.of these anal­
yses show that the deflections for the trapezoidal pattern 
are less than the deflections which resulted in the frames 
with rectangular pattern, Figure 2.19 . In both cases the 
loads were the same, and the deflections for the triangular 
pattern were less than the other cases for the same loads. 
Figure 2.19 shows the load-deflection curves for the three 
patterns which have the same ratio of the tension block to 
flange width. The maximum load capacity of the frame with 
rectangular residual pattern decreased by 2% over the same 
frame with the same ratio but with triangular pattern. This 
is because of increased deflections of the first case over 
the second case after the formation of first hinge.
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Effect of Connection Reinforcement
The frame tested at Lehigh University (11 ) was also 
analyzed in this study. Assuming that no hinge can form 
closer than a distance equal to the depth of the column 
(5.12 inches) on the column to the center of reinforced con­
nections (connection of column to beam) the maximum load was 
found to be 16.8 kips. In Ref. 11, for a slightly shorter 
distance (5 inches) , the maximum lateral load was 16.9 kips, 
and in Ref. (12), the maximum lateral load was computed to 
be 16.75 kips for a distance of 5.225 inches. When the 
connection reinforcement effect x/as not considered, the 
maximum load computed by the computer program was 15 kips. 
The results of the computer analysis and the results of 
theoretical and experimental analysis of Ref. (11 ) are 
plotted in Figure 2.20 .
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CHAPTER III
TRIAL AND ERROR ANALYSIS OF TAPERED FRAMES
3.1 General
Manual techniques to estimate the load-deflection 
relationship of tapered gabled frames have not been exten­
sively studied. However, Cheong-Siat-Moy (23,24,25,26,27,28) 
has thoroughly investigated inelastic sway buckling, secon­
dary effects, and sidesway deflection of unbraced multi­
story prismatic frames, and Le-Wu-Lu (29), and Liapunov (30) 
have studied the ultimate strength of primatic steel frames. 
Procedures discussed in Chapter II, for consideration of 
residual stresses and elimination of yielded portions of 
cross sections, incorporated with methods used in the above 
references, are adapted here to develop a manual technique 
for the analysis of single bay tapered gabled frames with 
hinged supports. In the proposed method, slope deflection 
equations are used to develop formulas for computation of 
deflections using a trial and error procedure.
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3.2 Basic Concepts
As in the previous method (Chapter II), the moment
area principle is employed for computation of member stiff­
ness. Integration along members is performed using small 
elements of the member which are assumed prismatic with con­
stant moment of inertia. The loading is considered in two 
stages and incrementally increased, until the frame fails 
due to formation of a plastic mechanism or sidesway buckling.
For each increment of loading, end actions of all
members are computed and the stress distribution at all 
cross-sections obtained. With consideration of residual 
stresses, the yielded portions of all cross-sections are 
eliminated and new properties calculated. These properties 
are then used for reanalysis with the same load increment. 
The iteration continues until the variation of properties 
converge. The process of eliminating yielded portions is 
discussed in Chapter II.
3.3 Development of the Analysis Method
3.3.1 First Stage Loading
The frame CBADE of Figure 3.1, with the following
definitons, is used for the analysis:
= Inclination of columns
e = Rise of beam from the center of connection
of beam and column to the ridge line (pitch
of roof)
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h = Height of column
H = Distance from the center of support to midspan 
= Length of column
Lj^  = Length of beams 
0 = Slope of beams.
The frame is loaded with a concenterated horizontal 
load at B, a pair of concenterated vertical loads 
at B and D, and a uniform load on the beams. It is
assumed that the frame is hinged at both supports and all 
other connections are rigid. The column and beam lengths 
are:
L_ = (3.1)
Figure 3.2 shows the deflected shape of the frame; 
horizontal deflection and A^^^ B and D and vertical
deflection at A.
The vertical reactions P^^^, P^^^ at C and E, con­
sidering the effect of deflections, are:
_ -Prpi (^^"^L'^Tl^ " ^T1 °^r“^DT1^  " ^^ T^l4s (^ "'^ ATl^  " *^ T1^
CTl 2H  ^ ^
^ETl “^Tl “ - ^CTI (3.4)
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h = Height of column
H = Distance from the center of support to midspan 
= Length of column
= Length of beams 
9 = Slope of beams.
The frame is loaded with a concenterated horizontal 
load at B, a pair of concenterated vertical loads 
at B and D, and a uniform load on the beams. It is
assumed that the frame is hinged at both supports and all 
other connections are rigid. The column and beam lengths 
are :
L^ = /h2+D^ (3.1)
L^ = /(H-D^)^+ e^ (3.2:
Figure 3.2 shows the deflected shape of the frame ; 
horizontal deflection and B and D and vertical
deflection at A.
The vertical reactions P^^^' ^e t I ^ and E, con­
sidering the effect of deflections, are :
_ -PTl(2H-D^-Ag^l) - P^ (^D^ -Ajyj,^ ) " ^^ T^l4)(^ "^ ATl^  " *^ T1^  ,
^CTl 2H ^
^ETl ”^T1 ” ^^Tl^b ” ^CTl (3.4]
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where
^ATl “ (3.5)
The subscript T1 denotes total load, reaction, or 
deflection from the start of loading of stage one; subscript 
1 indicates the additional loads, reactions, or deflections 
caused by the last increment of loads.
Since the frame is indeterminate, and are
computed by trial and error; first a value is assumed for 
and then is computed from
□ei = -Qi - Qgi (3.6)
The end column and beam moments are then
"^cl^L “ ^ CTl^Bl '^Cl^ (3.7)
MBA = MSC (3-8)
MAB ^cl^’^ ^CTl^Al"^cl (b+e+V^^) +P^ (H-D^-
^BTF^DTI, ^ , ^l^b
Qi(^+^ATi)+ —  -
(3.9)
Ma d  M j^  (3.10)
M dE ^E1°R " '^El^ ^ETl^Dl (3.11)
MoA = MoE (3.12)
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The above moments are positive when the inside flange is in 
compression, otherwise, they are negative.
Based on an assumed value of the horizontal
deflection of B, with respect to D, is computed by two 
different procedures, which will be discussed later, and the 
results compared. If the computed values are equal or are 
sufficiently close, the assumed value of is taken as the 
actual horizontal reaction at c due to additional load in­
crement, otherwise another iteration is required. Once con­
vergence is obtained final deflections, reactions, and end 
actions are computed. Using these end actions, bending mo­
ments and axial force of all cross-sections are found and the 
stress distribution at all cross-sections obtained. Combin­
ing these stresses with residual stresses, yielded portions 
are eliminated, and new properties of all cross-sections 
calculated. If no change of properties occurred due to 
addition of the last load increment, the loading of the 
frame continues with the next load increment, otherwise, the 
deflections, moments, and axial forces for the load increment 
are computed using new properties. The stage of loading ends 
when all segments at a cross-section are yielded. A hinge is 
then assumed at the location of this cross section.
The procedures for computing the horizontal deflectio 
of B with respect to D (Figure 3.2) are as follows:
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a) The frarr.e is divided into two subassemblages.
A freebody diagram of the deflected shape of left sub­
assemblage is shown in Figure 3.3. The deflection and ro­
tations of this subassemblage are: vertical deflection
at A, horizontal deflection at B, 8^^, 0^^ rotations of
BA and 3C at their end B. The rotation of column BC due to 
Agi is
^B1 _ a „ ^^ Al
BC BA H-Dg (3.13)
where Bg^and 9g^ are found from
r-& 2
BC X dx (3.14)
and
Vc =x
, = ^BA x^dx ^AB /'®(L, -x)xdx
BA " _/a 1% ELb2 ^ . +
(Lj^-x)x^dx (3.15)
B^b J k  ~ 2T^------
substituting Ggg and Ggj^into equation 3.13 results in:
» «fax. jsi. r
Jk  ^x _/a.
,3.16)
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Substituting and 14^^ from equations 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 
into equation 3.15 yields :
ELj^2 J j^
(Ly-x) xdx w^Cose /" B
EI%2 Ja Ix 7 a
(I^-x)x dx (3.17)
2^x ■ K-DL
Rearranging this equation gives
^B1 _ ^CTl^Bl x^dx _ ^CTl^Bl x^dx
EI^2 Jc ^x EI^2 Ja Ix
2 I 2 / TELç,^  Jc ^x EL^^ Ja
%  / ° (Lb-x)xax w^cose /-B (L _x,x2,x
EL^ A  Eit - i i ; ----
''a i
-  H %  (3-18,
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Defining
a =  (3.19,
Jc
6 = / ' ®  4 ^  (3.20)
/a  -^x
5 = / ^ (Lj^-x)xdx
Ix
(3,21)
P = / ® (3.22)
A 21^
Equation 3.18 can be written in a more simple form as
^B1 2 2-----------2-----2--------------------------
E&C 1% -PcTlh(%Lb +GLc ) (3.23)
The Freebody diagram of the right subassemblage is 
shown in Figure 3.4. Using the above procedure the horizontal 
deflection is given by:
<-^ ei“r-%.w  V,+pwj^hi^\cose
&D1 = -------------------- 5-^---- J--- 2 - ^ -------------
^ c \  - »-24i
since the axial force in the beams is small and the 
maximum deflection of beams, compared to their length and 
depth are small, their second order effects are negligible,
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and the value of can be computed from
''ATI = ^ (3.25,
The difference between values of before and after appli­
cation of the last load increment is the same as which
is used in equations 3.23 and 3.2 4 
or
after before (3.26)
where after = the total deflection of midspan
computed after application of the 
last load increment, and 
^ATl before = the total deflection of midspan
computed before application of the 
last load increment.
Equations 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 are dependent on each other, 
and the computation of VA^, and A^ ^^  is iterative. First,
an approximate value is assumed for in equations 3.23 and 
3.24, then the computed values of A^^ and Ag^  ^ are used to
compute by equation 3.25. If this second value of is 
equal or within an acceptable range of difference of the value 
of used in equations 3.23 and 3.24, the iteration is com­
pleted, otherwise, a new value for is assumed and the
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process continues until convergence. The procedure for 
selecting values of is explained in section 3.4.
The horizontal deflection of B with respect to D is 
then computed by:
4  <3.27)
which is used to compare with the result of the next proce­
dure.
b) Girder BAD is separated from the frame, as shown 
in Figure 3.5. Using the slope deflection method and moment 
area principle, transverse deflections at B of member AB 
with respect to A and D of member AB with respect to A are:
BB'' = ^^(Lj^-x)xdx x^dx ^  w^GosG (I^-x)x^dx
T  ^  J b x^ ~~E J b 2Ï~
(3.28)
and
DD" = ^  /^^(I^-x)xdx _ x^dx w^Cos0 /^^(I^-x)x^dx
^  J d  F  J b  ^x ~ ë  J b  21^
(3.29)
Integrations of the above equations are performed on small 
elements along the beams as in the previous method (Chapter 
II) .
Using BB' and DD' computed by equations 3.28 and 
3.29, the horizontal deflection of B with respect to D is:
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Figure 3.5 Freebody Diagram of Rafter BAD
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=-(DD' + BB") sin 9 (3.30)
The value of computed by equations 3.27 and 3.30 
are compared. If the difference of these two values is 
within an acceptable range the computed values of deflections 
are correct, otherwise, a new value for reactions are assumed 
and the process repeated. The procedure for selecting values 
of horizontal reaction is explained in section 3.4.
3.3.2 Second Stage Loading
In this stage of loading, the frame is determinate 
because of the additional hinge formed at the end of the 
first stage. Figure 3.6 shows the frame in second stage of 
loading with an assumed hinge at point 0. The length of the 
portion of the beam between 0 and A is
^OA ^OA (3.31)
where Xq^ and are the horizontal and vertical projections 
of OA in the original position of the frame. Summation of 
moments produced by the loads in the second stage at point 0 
is equal to zero, therefore, for subassemblage CEO,
~C2 (h+e-yg^+VQ^) -PQ2 ^ ^“ q^a'^ ’^ OT^ "*"^2 ^ ®"^0A'*'^0T^ ~^ 2 
^OT-^BT^ -^2 (! _=0A-DL+A0T ^BT  ^+Q^^3_Vg2-PcTl^02 +
^T1^'02'^T1 (-^1 — ) = 0 (3.32)
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and for sub assemblages OADE
^E2 ( b + e - y + P g 2  '*’^ 2
From summation of vertical forces
P^2+Pj,2+2P2+2V2 ' 0 (3.34)
From summation of horizontal forces
®C2'*’^ E2’'’®2 ~  ^ (3.35)
lihere V q^ and are the total vertical and horizontal
deflections at point 0, Ag„ is the total horizontal deflection
at Band P2 /Q2 / ^2 ' ®C2 ' ^E2 ' ^C2 ^E2 the loads and
reactions introducted in the second stage, and, finally,
Ag2 ' Ag2' ^02 the deflections at 0 and B for the second
stage of loading. Since the change of geometry due to bowing 
of Beam AB is negligible, it is assumed to be straight at the 
end of the first stage. Therefore, the vertical and horizon­
tal deflections at 0 can be computed by proportioning the 
deflections at A and B from the end of the first stage, and 
adding the deflections of the second stage. Solving equations 
3.32 to 3.35 reactions, Q^ 2 ' 0^2 ^C2 ^e2 computed.
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Figure 3.7 shows the deflected shape of frame CBOADE 
including the two subassemblages, CBO and OADE. Figure 3.8 
shows the deflected shape of beam BO of subassemblage CBA 
fixed at B in order to compute the deflections at 0 without 
consideration of the rotation of joint B. The deflections 
are
V q^ = “®B0 (3.36)
^OA ~ ■*'®B0 (3.37)
where V q^ and are deflections at point 0, when joint B 
is fixed, and 8^^ is the rotation of B with respect to O'. 
The rotation is computed from
BO E(I^-Lg^)2 _/() Jo (3 .3 8 )
and moment is computed from
^BO = -Pç,2 (D^+Ag^) + Qc 2^“^CT1^B2 (3.39)
Figure 3.9 shows the deflected shape of rafter GAD of sub­
assemblage OADE fixed at D to compute the deflections at 0
without the consideration of the rotation of Joint A.
The deflections are:
VoD = V' + V "  + V'" (40)
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Aqp = A'+ A"" +L'" (41)
where
A'=+8DA(=-yOA) (3-42)
-GAD^OA (3-43)
A''^-*A0t0A (3-44)
Therefore
^OD " ®DA^®“-OA^ “ ^AD^OA “ ^a O^OA (3.45)
and
V'= (3.46)
' ' " = - W 0 A  "-47)
v ' " =  -8ao%OA "-48)
Therefore
^OD " "Goa/H-D^+XQ^) - (^a d '^ Ga O^  ^ OA (3.49)
where L' ,L", b."' , V', ®aD' ®ao deflections
and rotations, as shown in Figure 3.9, caused by second stage 
loading. These rotations are given by
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. _ ^DA / ° x^dx ^AD (L, -x)xdx
"2C°S8 /"D (Lb-x)xZdx (3,SO)
EL.
b  V A  2 1 ^
where
and
^Sa  “ ^E2^°r“^DT^ """ ^ET1^D2 (3.51)
■^ AD QE2(h+e+V^2) - (H-D^ - -- ^ — )
"^ET1^A2 “ ^ET1^A2 (3.o2)
6 = / ^ (Lb-K)xdx x^dx ^
X
WgCosG Pa (L,~x)x^dx
J o  2 r
AO = M
wnere
'^ AO ''^ AD (3.55)
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The vertical and horizontal deflections of 0 in the 
subasseiablage CBO, figure 3.7, are:
^B2
^02 ^OB “ ^“h~ '** ®BC^  “ ^0A"°r” T^1''’^ CT1^  (3.56)
^02 “ ^ B2 “ '^ OB ^~h~ ®BC^ “ - OA^' ’^OTl^  (3.o7)
and the vertical and horizontal deflection of O in the 
subassenblage OADE, Figure 3. 7, are:
^02 “ ^OD 1^0“ “ ®DE^  ^OA " °R ^TTl “ '^ OTl^  (3.58)
^D2
^D2 " ^^ 02 ^ ^OD " ^"ü ®DE^ " ^OA ^OTl^ (3.59)
Suirunation of Equations 3.57 and 3.59 gives the 
horizontal deflection of B with respect to D in the second 
stage, where
A., = A ^B2D2 ^B2 ^OB  ^ h ®BC^ " ^ QA'*’ ^ OTl^
^D2
“^h ®DE^ " ^OA "" ^OTl^ (3.60)
Since vertical deflections of both subassemblages 
are equal, at point 0, equations 3.5^ and 3.58 are equated, 
hence
^B2
^OB " “^F" ®BC^ " ^OA °R ^BTl ^OTl^ “
VgD + (—  - (H + %0A " °R ^DTl - AoTl) (3.61)
Upon rearrangement of equation 3.60, is
^,2 - ^ <^ 02 <3.62,
Using A^g from equation 3.62 and substiuting into equation 
3.61 and solving for A^g, results in
'^d2
(2H-Dj^-DR-ABrj,i“ ADrj,i+2AoTi)
^^~^0A~ °l/^BT1^^0Tl)^ ^BC_______________
(2H-Dl -Dr -Ab,P1-Ad^1+2Ao t i ) (s'yoA^^OTl*^)
(H+XoA"°R"^DTl^^OTl)^
(2h -Dr -Dl -Ad t i -^b t i '*‘^ ^o t i )
^DE (H-XpA-DL-Agmi+ApTi)(G-yQA+VpTi+h) 
(2h-Dl-Db-Abti-^dti+2Aqti)
^^~^0A~°L~^BT1'^ 0^T 1  ^(AoD+ApBih__________
(2H-DB-DB-ABTi-ADTi+2AoTi)(e-Yga+Vopi+h)
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where 8^^ and 8^^ are computed by
=  x^dx
- EL^2 :%
(3.64)
and
) - ^BC x^dx
BC - ELc2 1%
(3.65)
When e is small, equations 3.57 and 3.58 give
^B2 “ ^D2 (3.66)
and
^OE ~ '^ OD “  ^ (3.57)
Therefore values computed by Equations 3,6 2 and 3.63 are 
equal:
Ar 2 = A 2 = (^OB ~
(2H-Dl “Dr -Ab t i “^DT1“^^0T1^
b^ ~^o a ~^l ~^b t i '^ o^ t i  ^^  ®BC______________
(2H-Dl “Dr -Ab t i “Ad^1-2Ao ,Pi ) (e-yg^+Vg^^+h) 
(B'XpA'^DTl+^oTi)QpE________
(2H-DR-DB“ABrpi-AB^j_-2AQ^^)
B^~^ 0A.~'^ L~^ BT1'*'^ 0T1^
(2H-Dr-Db-Ab^1"Ad^1-2Ao^1) (e+V^^-y^^+h)
(3.68)
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îf the first hinge forms in one of the columns, the 
vertical displacement at the top of the column is equal to 
the axial deformation of the lower portion of the column 
which is negligible. Figure 3.10. Also, the shear at 0 in 
the second stage is equal to zero because 0 ^ 2  is equal to 
zero, therefore, the moment at D is equal to zero and the 
left subassemblage can be identified as shown in Figure 3.11 
Figure 3.12 shows the deflected shape of girder BAD without 
consideration of rotation at Joint B, and vertical deflection DD^ is
The following equation can be written for horizontal 
deflection at B.
¥  * «BC =
or
where 8g^, and 9^^ are computed by Equations 3.14, 3.15,
3.53, and G^g is computed by:
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Figure 3.10 Deflected Shape with Hinge in Column DE
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Figure 3.12 Deflected Shape of Rafter when Joint B is Fixed
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B X
r  (It-x)x'dx (3.72,
Je. R ;
The vertical deflection at A in second stage loading is
and the total horizontal deflection of B with respect to 
D is
& 2 + = 2(/Lj^2 - (e - " «) (3.74)
In the second stage of loading, computation of 
deflections is iterative because the computation of moments 
is based on the deformed frame. In the first cycle the end 
moments are computed assuming deflections in the second 
stage equal to zero. In the remaining cycles, the deflec­
tions computed in one cycle are used for computation of end 
moments of the next cycle. This iteration process continues 
until convergence occurs with an acceptable tolerance.
In the second stage loads can be applied increment­
ally. At the end of computations for deflections in a 
particular load increment, stresses of all segments of cross- 
sections are checked and yielded segments are eliminated and.
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as in the first stage, new properties are computed. If the 
new properties do not change significantly, the computation 
proceeds to the next increment of loads, otherwise, new pro­
perties are computed and the process repeated for the same 
load increment. The load is increased until an additional 
hinge forms on the frame. At this point the frame is con­
sidered to have failed.
3.4 Approximation of Horizontal Reactions and Deflections
To start the computation for the initial analysis in 
the first stage, approximate values are needed for one of 
the horizontal reactions and the vertical displacement at the 
ridge of the frame. These approximate values must be within 
a reasonable range of the actual reaction and displacement, 
otherwise, the iteration may require a long and tedious com­
putation to converge. Results of a first order analysis of 
the frame loaded with the first load increment are very useful 
for this purpose. Subsequent trial values of horizontal re­
action in the first stage of loading must also be chosen 
carefully, if the horizontal deflection of one end of the 
rafter with respect to other end as computed by methods (a) 
and (b) of Section 3.3 are to converge in successive trials. 
For example, if in a trial with an increase of horizontal re­
action over the previous trial, the difference between the two 
calculated values of becomes smaller, then the selection of 
the trial value is in the right direction, otherwise, the 
trial value must be decreased. If the sign of the difference
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between the two values changes in two successive trials, 
the rate of increase or decrease of the trial value for the 
reaction must be reduced.
The starting trial value for midspan deflection of 
the first increment can be the deflection from a first order 
analysis. For other load increments, the deflection calcu­
lated for the previous load increment can be used as the 
starting value. Convergence is very dependent on the trial 
values and with the use of proper values convergence will 
occur much faster.
In the trial and error method, the computation of 
and A^^ for an assumed value of horizontal reaction is 
iterative. The iteration is for the value of vertical de­
flection of midspan. The iteration process continues until 
the value computed by Equations 3.2 3 and 3.24 are equal or 
within an acceptable range of the value used in these equa­
tions. For this purpose, in the first two cycles of iteration, 
the rate of variation of computed vertical deflection with a
change of the value used in Equations 3.2 3 and 3.24 can be
obtained and, using this knowledge, proper values can be found
and used in computations until convergence occurs.
In this study the computer program described in Chapter 
II was used without consideration of P-A effects or elimination 
of the yielded portions. Using this approach for the frames 
analyzed in the study, the maximum difference between starting 
and final values of the horizontal reaction was about 3% for 
the first increment.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
elastic and inelastic behavior of unbraced single span gabled 
frames constructed using tapered members. Because of adequate 
lateral bracing it was assumed that no out of plane deforma­
tion occurs. The investigation included the effects of resid­
ual stresses, and P-A effects on the load-deflection relation­
ship of this type of frame. A literature survey was conducted 
to determine the scope of investigations by other authors. It 
was found that most suggested solutions concerning the analysis 
of gabled frames with tapered members were limited to elastic 
and first order analysis. An approximate solution to deter­
mine the allowable stresses in frames with tapered members was 
found which is based on effective length factor curves and 
also design provisions for prismatic members. The solution 
is limited to frames with members having doubly symmetrical 
cross-sections with flange dimensions, web thickness, and tap­
ering angle of columns and rafters constant.
Two approaches were used in this study to analyze 
tapered frames: (a) a general approach based on the stiffness
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method and, (b) a manual technique based on the slope deflection 
method. These methods were selected because of their suit­
ability, especially the adaptability of the stiffness method 
to the computer. Both methods have a broad potential for the 
analysis of tapered frames. The stiffness method, which is 
used as a tool of research, was incorporated with P-A effects, 
property changes of the frame members during loading process, 
and residual stresses. A computer program was developed based 
on this method. The program treats every straight element of 
the frame with constant flange dimensions, web thickness, and 
tapering angle of columns and rafters as an individual member, 
therefore, it can handle change of slope and cross-section 
along the frame members. In both methods, the equilibrium 
equations are formulated on the deformed structure and residual 
stresses at a cross-section and partial yielding of the members 
are considered in the loading process. Also, the effects of 
connection reinforcement are considered, by assuming that a 
hinge cannot form on a member adjacent to a reinforced connec­
tion within a distance equal to the depth of the member. Both 
methods are iterative and the loads are applied incrementally, 
and are increased until failure of the frame occurs due to 
sidesway buckling or a plastic mechanism.
Results obtained from the second order analysis of 
several tapered frames by the two procedures show very good 
agreement. A frame with double symmetric H-shaped cross- 
sections and constant flange dimensions, web thickness, and
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tapering angle along columns and rafters was analyzed. The 
ultimate load obtained by the computer analysis and trial and 
error method was about 2.7% higher than ultimate load computed 
by the procedure using the effective length factor curves and 
AISC design provisions for the same type of loading. A pris­
matic frame analyzed both experimentally and theoretically at 
Lehigh University was also analyzed using the proposed methods 
and the results of the two studies were very close.
From the analyses conducted in this study, it was 
learned that; 1) the effect of residual stresses is limited 
to an increase in deflection which, in turn, causes an increase 
in secondary member end moments which slightly effects the max­
imum load capacity of the frame; 2) the rate of this increase 
changes with the type of residual stress pattern. For the 
three types of patterns examined here, the rate was the highest 
when the pattern was rectangular, and the lowest when the 
pattern was triangular. A design practice which ignores the 
P-A effects, overestimates the load carrying capacity of the 
structure; 3) connection reinforcement increases the stiffness 
of the ham which increases its load carrying capacity.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM
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COMPUTER PROGRAM
A. 1 Description of Computer Program
The computer program developed in this study is based on 
the stiffness method of analysis. The program contains a main 
program and four subroutines as follows :
Main— Reads and prints the input data; computes joint deflec­
tions and member end actions and adds to previous deflec­
tions and end actions; calculates a set of imaginary 
loads, to replace moments in the members form P-A effects; 
modifies the stiffness matrix of the frame using proper­
ties at cross-sections computed including the effects of 
previous loadings; assembles the load matrix for imaginary 
loads; computes deflections for imaginary loads; iterates 
until the summation of the absolute values of the set of 
imaginary loads is less than or equal to a specified 
value, taken as 0.001 Kip in this study. If a hinge forms 
on the frame due to application of a load increment before 
iterating for P-A effects, deletes the hinge, deflections 
and member end actions due to this load increment and re­
analyzes using smaller load increments to obtain a more 
accurate value of load which causes the formation of the 
hinge. If a hinge forms on the frame due to application 
of the smaller load increment or while iterating for P-A 
effects, further loading of the frame continues considering
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the new hinge location; when the number of hinges reaches 
the number required for the failure of the frame, the 
final deflections, member end forces and reactions are 
printed.
Inrtia— Computes moment of inertia, area, and determines the 
location of center of gravity of all cross-sections.
RESREC— For rectangular residual stress patterns, combines
stresses due to loading with the residual stress of ele­
ments at all cross-sections; eliminates yielded portions.
RESTRI— The same as RESREC for when the residual stress pattern 
is triangular.
RESTRP— The same as RESREC for when the residual stress pattern 
is trapezoidal.
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A.2 Input Data Format
Type 1 General Parameters (one card)
Cols. 1-5 LNP Number of frames to be analyzed.
6-10 LTP A code number for the type of residual stress
patterns as follows:
1 = rectangular pattern
2 = triangular pattern
3 = trapezoidal pattern
Data card set for a frame
Type 2 Frame Parameters (one card per frame)
Col. 1-5 NP Number of degrees of freedom of frame
6-10 NM Number of members in frame
11-15 JN Number of joints in frame
16-20 NLF Number of larger load increments
21-25 XL Number of smaller load increments
26-30 JH Number of hinges at supports
31-35 LC Number of connections where connection rein­
forcement is to be considered
Type 3 Number of Elements (maximum of 16 per card)
Cols. 1-80 NN(K) Number of elements in each member; five spaces
for each number; limited to the number of 
members
Type 4
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Location of Reinforced Connections (maximum of
16 per card)
Cols. 1-25 JCN(I) Joint numbers where connection reinforcement
is to be considered, five spaces for each 
number, joint numbering sequence is shown in 
Figure A.l; limited to 5 joints.
Col. 1-10 XO(I) 
11-20 YO(I)
Joint Coordinates (one card per joint)
Horizontal coordinate of joint, inches. 
Vertical coordinate of joint, inches.
Type 6
Cols. 1-8 TFl(K) 
9-16 W1(K) 
17-24 TP2(K) 
25-32 W2(K) 
33-40 WCF(K)
41-48 TCF(K)
49-56 TW(K) 
57-64 HA(K,1) 
65-72 HA(K,N)
Member Properties (one card per member)
Outside flange width, inches.
Outside flange thickness, inches.
Inside flange width, inches.
Inside flange thickness, inches.
Width of channel section flanges not including 
web thickness, if used, otherwise leave blank, 
inches.
Thickness of channel section flanges, if used, 
otherwise leave blank, inches.
Thickness of the web, inches.
Depth of web at the start end, inches
Depth of web at the end end, inches.
Type 7 Material Properties (one card per member)
Cols. 1-10 YST(K) Yield stress of steel, KSI.
11-24 E(K) Modulus of elasticity of steel, KSI
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Type 8 Width of Tension Block Due to Residual Stresses
(one card per member)
Cbls. 1-8 WFl(K) Width of tension block in outside flange,
inches.
9-16 WWl(K) Width of tension block in outside portion of 
the web, inches.
17-24 WF2(K) Width of tension block in inside flange, 
inches.
25-32 WW2(K) Width of tension block in inside portion of the 
web, inches.
Type 9 First Set of Joint Loads (one per each degree
of freedom and eight per card)
Cols. 1-80 PEASE(K) Joint loads, according to degrees of freedom
numbering sequence of Figure A.l, KIPS; limited 
to the number of degrees of freedom.
Type 10 First Set of Member Loads (one card per member)
Cols. 1-10 CTVLB(K) Vertical member load, KIPS per inch of member
length, in order of the member number.
Figure A.l; limited to the number of members.
11-20 CTHLB(K) Horizontal member load, KIPS per inch of member 
length, in order of the member number. Figure A; 
limited to the number of members.
Type 11 Location of Deflections and Loads for Printout
(five spaces for each location)
Cols. 1-25 JH(N) Degrees of freedom numbers where the deflections
and loads are needed to be printed out. Figure 
A.l; limited to five joints.
Type 12 Second Set of Joint Loads (one per each degree
of freedom and 8 per card)
Cols. 1-80 PEASE(K) Joint loads, according to degrees of freedom
numbering sequence of Figure A.l, KIPS, limited 
to the number of degrees of freedom.
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Type 13 Second Set of Member Loads (one card per member)
Cols. 1-10 CTVLB(K) Vertical member load, KIPS per inch of member
length, in order of the member number. Figure 
A.l; limited to the number of members.
11-20 CTHLB(K) Horizontal member load, KIPS per inch of member 
length, in order of the member number. Figure 
A.l; limited to the number of members.
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®
a
® |_J Member Number 
Joint Number
m
Positive Directions Shown
® 3k-13k,2
3k-2
Figure A.l Degree of Freedom, Member and Joint Numbering 
Systems
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XeiK, I,3)=HA(K, I)+TF2(K> +TFl(K)/5 
OC 62 N=9 ,12 
TV{K ,I ,\ ) = T F 2 ( K ) / 4  
Th(K, I , N ) = W 2 (K)— .k F2(:< )
52 TH l ( K , I , N ) = T h ( K , I , N )
OC 6 4 N = 12,16 
T V ( K , I , N ) = T F 2 ( K ) / 4  
TH (K,I,N)=aF2(K)
5A THl (K ,I,N )=TH(K, I ,N ) 
x a ( K , r ,9)= 7* TF2 (K)/a 
X3(K , I , 10 ) = 5 4TF2( K)/3 
X S ( K , I , 1 1 ) = 2 4 T F 2 ( K ) / 3
100
12)=TF2(K)/j 
l2)=7*TF2(<)/3 
W ) = 5 « T r 2 ( K ) / J  
1= ) = 3FTF2t K)/3 
16 )=TF2 CK)/3 
=17,2]
\)=*CF( <) /2
N)=TCF(K)
,N)=TH(K,I,N)
1 7 ) = T F 2 l < )+dCr(K )/ 4  
1 2) = T F 2 ( K ) + j * A G F ( K ) / 4
1 9 ) = xa(K. I , I 7)
20)=X2(K, I ,13)
21 ) = Ww2(X)
21 ) =T.< (K )
, 2 1 ) = rniK,i,2i)
21 ) = TF2 (i< ) ^ *'A'2 (X ) /2 
1=22,2 7
N)=(H^(<, I ) -'A ,n ( <) - A 'V t ( K ) ) /Ô 
N)=7A(<)
\ )- ( N-2 1 , 5 ) -7 V ( < , I , \ ) + Tr 2 ( ■< ) f .M ,v 2 ( K )
,N) = TH( K , I ,.N)
2 9 ) ='A /; I ( < )
28)=Td(K)
,22)=TH(<, I,23)
23 ) = TF2(K) »MA(K , I )-w H i <  )/ 2
7I2M GF A-61DJAL STFZââ CF CPCSC-S3 CT ICN 3 2 G , i ;  
= 1,4
AST { K, I, N ) = -Y3 7 (K ) =?V. FI (.< )/{ V I ( .<) - aF 1( K ) ) 
A3T( <. I , ^ )=-YS7(t)?AFl (<)/(2*(Wl(<)-.YFl(^
AST(K, I ,\)=-2*YS7(X) ecFl ( < ) / ( 4 7 ( ■•, 1 (K )-.vFl
< )- 
■V ?. (
( 1
< 9 ( :< , I 
X 9 (K, I 
x e ( <,I 
X 3 ( K . I 
X e ( K , I
00 6a 
7V(K,I 
THCK.I
66 T H K K ,
X9(K,I 
X8(K,I 
X 8 ( K , I 
X S (K,I 
7V(K, I 
7 H ( K . I 
7Hl(K ,
X8(K,I 
OC 6 3 
TV (K ,I 
THCK.I 
X3 C K ,I 
63 THICK,
TVCK,I 
THCK.I 
THICK,
XECK, I 
■ CCM'3'JT 
00 74 
IFCLTP 
IFCLTP
1 ) ) )
IFC l TP.EQ.C)
I CK ) ) )
,v=N+a
IF c LTP. EQ. 1 ) AS r ( K , I , ,v )=-Y5T ix ) - WF2 (K)*7F2(K)/(C V; 2 ( 
IWF2CK ))* T F 2 ( K ) F 2 * A G F ( X ) F T G r C K  ) )
IF CLTP.EÜ.2) P3TC K , I, V, ) = -YST CS )».•• F2 C O  *TF 2 CK )/( 2"!= C C 
IK )— .v F2C K ) ) =<--7F2C K ) +2*7GFC KJ F iaCF ( K) ) )
IFCLTP, = Q ,3 ) r-iST { K, I , 4 )= -3 Y 5T C K )4AF2(K)%TF2(K ) / ( ■ * <=
74 GCNTINUE
OC 7o  N = 5 . a  
R S T C K . I , N ) = Y S T C K )
M=N+a
PSTCK.I .M)=Y3TC K)
L=N+ 12
LJ=L-S
£0.1 ) 
EO, 2)
PS TC K. I,L 
CONTI NUE
AS7 CK,I .21 ) = Y S T C K ) 
00 7H N = 2 2 , 2 7
LJ )
101
I r ( LT p . =0 . 1 ) RÎT c K . I . \ ) = -V i T (K ) •;: t I I .< ) -H .V 2 ( r. ) )/(hA(<,
II ) - .'I v; 1 ( <) - '.-i .V £ ( K) >
I F( i-TP . ÜO .2 ) RüT (K , I , .-I ) = - Y S T  (K ) '.v. I ( K ) + ,. >, 2 ( K ) )/(2; (HA
H  K. , I) - rt *1 ( K) - ««2 (<)))
IF (LTP . 5Ci .3 > R S T ( K , I , \ ) = - 3 * Y S T ( ^ ) * ( % A l ( < ) +^*2 (K) )/(&*( 
l H A ( :< , I ) - rt .ï 1 (Kj-aa2(K) ) )
7a CO NTI N U E
R S T ( K , I , 2 3 ) = Y 3 T ( K )
*If(<,I) = (((HA(K, I) -.;.v U K )  -W'a2( !<. ) )/u)**3) TT'ViK ) / l< 
ao CO NTINU E
•w I I  { K)  =  ( < T F l  (.< ) / +  )* >f3  ) =(•( .V 1 < •<)-. ' (  F 1 (K. ) > /  i  2
.VI 2  ( K) =  ( ( T F l  ( i<) / +  ) * * 3  ) ♦ > : - l ( ; < ) / !  2
W I 3 ( K ) = *  I l  (K. ) + «  I 2 ( K  )
.via ( rC) = ( (TF2 ( N )/P. ) * * 3 ) * ( A 2 ( K ) - ^ r 2 ( K  ) > / l 2 
A I 5 ( K J = ( ( Tr 2 ( .<> /4 J # * 3 ) =!= .vF2 ( (<) /1 2 
.V le (K)=v/ la (K ) +:^  15 (K )
00 32 I=1,6 
aS(K, I )=0 .0 
.32 P H C < , I ) = 0 . û  
34) CO NT INUE
C CO M P U T A T I O N  CF HORIZONTA L ANC V E R T I C A L  P R O J E C T I O N S
C AND l e n g t h  CF MEMcEAS
OC 54 K=1 ,NM 
H 0 ( K ) = X C < K + 1 ) - X O ( K )
V0( K)=YÜ< KV-l )-YC( Kl
X L G ( K ) = ( D S C P T ( H C ( < ) * H C (K )+V C (K )Av C {<) ) )
0 4 c o n t i n u e
O C <5 6 1=1, MM 
X( I ) = 0 .
XI ( I ) = 0 t 
P P ( I ) = 0 .
PK(t) = 0.0 
<56 P( 1 )=0.
TCLK=0 . 0 
OC 100 K = 1,N M 
C C A L C U L A T I O N  CF MEMüER T R. ANS FCP M AT I 0 .N .MATRICES
OC 95 1=1,6
OC 93 J=1,0 
93 T(!s. I, J ) = 0.0
es (K) = HC( K Î/.KLCCK)
3 N ( K )= V C {K ) / X L C ( K >
T( K , 1 , 1 ) = l , 0 
T( K, 2 , 2 ) = 1 , Ü 
T ( K ,5,3 ) = C S ( <)
T(K,3,5 ) =  -3N(K)
T(K,4,4)=CS(K)
T (K, 4 ,c )=-3fUK)
T(K,3 , 3 ) = 3 N(K)
T (K, 5,ê)=C3 (K)
T ( K , ê , i) =3 N(K)
T(K,6,o )=C S(K)
102
00 100 L= l,5
OC 100 M=l,6 
TT(K,L,V) =T ( X f y . w 1 
100 CONT I N U E
OC 102 K=l,\y 
C V L K K  j =0 .0 
CHUT (K ) =0 .3 
N l K = N l (K)
00 102 1=1,NIK
C C A L C U L A T I O N  Cr yCV'cNT CF INEPTIA, \H EA AND Tt-tE
C 0 1 s t a n c e  f r o m  t h e  CENTER CF GRAVITY TC Tnr£
C 3CTTCM CF THE INS lOE F L A N G E  CF TfE  CKCS3-3EC'!’I CM
CA LL  I N K T I A ( % i N , T M , T V , X 3 , x a T , K , I , e S , N 0 )
AREA (K , I )=33 
A I M  (<f I )=rtIN(K, I )
AREA 1 (K , I )=83 
XGT 1 (K, 1 )=X2T(K, I )
102 C O N T I N U E
C C A L C U LAT IO N OF yEMdER ST I F F N E S S  C O E F F I C I E N T S
• DO lOA K=l,N,v
XLPtK)=XL OlK)/NN(K )
Cl(K) = 0 .0 
C 2 (K)=0 .0 
C3( 0 = 0 . 0  
C 4 < K ) = 0 .0 
C S (O  =0.0 
CK (K )=0 .0 
C L ( K )=Ü .0 
NNK-=NN( K)
DC 104 1=1,NNK
AWIN=(.VIN(K, I)+rt IN(K, I+l ) )/2 
IF( AW I N . E Q . 0,0) A w l N = 0 .0001
C l ( K ) = C l ( K ) + ( ( X L R ( K ) * I ) * * 2 - ( X L P I K ) f ( I - l ) ) * # 2 ) * X L C ( K ) / (  
1 2 * A w I N )
C 2  (K) =C2 (K ) + ( iXLR(K )F I )F=E-(XLR (r. ) = ( I- 1 ) )**S)/(E»A"IN) 
C k (K ) = CK ( K > + ( ( XLR (K)*I )* = 4-( XLR (<)*( 1-1) ) 4 = 4 ) / { 4* A w 1 N ) 
U=NN(K)-I+l
A;VIN=( W I N( K ,U) + Al N( K , U + 1 ) ) / 2 
IFIAW I N . £ Q .0 .0) AWI N= 0 . 0 0 C 1
C5 (K ) = C E  (K) + ( (XL? (K )F I )F42 - (XL? {.< )’-( I-l) )*?2)?XLC(<)/( 
1 2 F A W I N )
C4 {< ) = C4 (K ) + { (XLR (K ) = I )v = 3- ( XLR (K )v ( I-l) ) * »• 3 ) / ( 3 v ^ ,M N ) 
C L ( K ) = C L ( K )  + ( (XLR (K)*I)**4-( XLR (is ) = ( I-l ) )**A)/(66\^I\) 
AA P H A = ( A R E A ( K , I ) + A R E A ( K ,  I + l ) )/2 
I F (A A R E A . E Q .0.0) AAREA=0. 00 01
C5(K)=CS( K)+XL?<K )/(A A R E A 4 £ (K) )
104 CO NTIN UE  
UF= JH 
110 NF=NLF
IF(IN.EQ.I) NF=1
I F (IN.EQ . 1 ) SO TC 111
103
r^INT 526 
PA IN T 540 
PAINT 3Ô2 
PR IN T 564 
PRINT 5 61
111 c o n t i n u e
DC 250 ILF = 1 ,,\F
JF1=JP
KS=0
IF( JF .GÎ .4 ) G: TC 250 
DC 112 K=1,N.M 
C T V L ( K ) = C T V L 1 ( K )
C T H L ( K )  = C T H L 1 ( < )
DO 112 1=1,6
P5( K » I ) =0 . 0
112 C O N T I N U E
D O  114 J = 1 , N P
114 P(J )=P1(J)
U K*= 0
i_l_=0
115 IrtJK.NE.l) GO TJ 129 
DC 120 K=1,NM
DC 115 1=1,5
113 PL 1 (K,I ) = PL2(K, I )
M  <=N1 {K)
DC 120 1=1,NIK
if. I N (K , I ) = .V I N2 (K , I )
AREAIK , I ) =AR = 42(;< ,I ) 
X d T I K , I ) = X E T 2 ( K ,I }
120 C C N T i N U E
OC 122 1 = 1 , NP 
122 X(I ) = X 2 (I )
124 DC 125 0 = 1 , NP 
126 P ( J ) = P 1 (J)/IL
OC 123 K=l,N,v 
c t v l i k )=c t v l i i o / : l
C T H L I K ) = C T H L  1 ( < ) / IL 
OC 125 1=1,6 
°3(.< , I)=0 .0
125 C O N T I N U E  
129 CO NT I N U E
JF2=JF 
13 0 00 131 0 = 1 , MM
OC 13 1 L= 1 , MV,
131 T3T T{0,L)=0.
SPE=0.0
00 136 K=1 , N.v
0P=0
IFiJF ,GE .4 ) GÜ TC 134 
IF(KP. (<) . = 0, 1) GC TC 134 
C 1 { K )=). 0
104
C2('<)=0 .0 
C2 (K J = 0 . 0 
C4. (K )-=0 . J 
CS(K)=0.'J 
CKIK)=0.0 
C L (K)=0 .0 
,\NK-=NNt K.)
00 132 I=iiiNNK
A ;U N= ( «' I N ( K , I ) + .^ I \ ( K , I 1 ) ) / 2
1 F ( 4W IN . "O . 0 . 0 ) A V«. I (N= 0 .0001
C l ( K ) = C 1 ( K ) + ( ( X L P l K ) * I ) * * 2 - l X L P ( K )*(I-l))#«2)#XLG(<)/( 
12*AWIN)
C2(K) = C2(< ) + ( tXLP «  XL? IK )*•{ I-l) )»■ “ 3 ) / ( J v A .v I \ )
C<(K)=CX(K)+;(XLP<K)*:)*9^-(\LP(K)v(I-l))**4)/(4*:Mlx) 
J =N N(K)-I+ l
A * I N = ( W l N ( K , J ) + * £ M K , J  + l))/2 
IF (A WIN. CC. 0.0) Awli\=0.00 0 1
C3 (K) = C3 (K ) + ( (XLP «  )*I) *»-2- ( xLP (<)»( I-l) )«-2 > vX|_C (<)/( 
12*AhlN)
C4(K) = CA(K) + (( XLP (N)*I )*«3-( >LP(K)*( I-l) ) v -a 3 ) / ( 3 v i v I \ )
CL(K)=CL(K) + ((XLP(K)fI)*«A-( XLP ( < )*l i-l ) ) =x*4 ) / ( a T J )
4APEA= ( Ar-.£A( K . I ) + ARS A ( K . H-1 ) )/2 
IF ( AAREA.c Q . 0.0) AAR =A=0 . 00 0 I 
C3(K)=C5(K)+XLPIK)/(AAR5A*E(K))
132 CONTINUE 
134 CONTINUE 
136 CO NTI NUE
IF<JF.CE .4 > GO TO 3 16 
00 172 K=1.NM
CA LCULATION OF STIFFNESS C O E F F I C I E N T S  
C V L ( < ) = C T V L ( K ) * C S  (X )-CTHL(< )*SNl<)
C6(K )=CVL( X ) *XLO( X) %(XL 0( <)=C2(x ) -CX(K) ) /2 
C7 (X)=CVL( K)*XL O ( K ) ( XL C ( K. ) A C4 ( X ) -CL (x))/2
0 0 138 1=1.6 
OC 133 3=1.6 
138 S(I . J)=0.0
CALCULATION OF C A RR Y- CVER FA CTORS 
CA8=(C1 (X)-C2(K) )/C2(:<)
C B A = ( C 3 < K ) - C 4 ( 0 ) / C 4 ( K )
C ALC ULATION  OF S T I FFNESS  F A C T O R S
O A Q = E ( K ) * ( X L C ( X ) * * a ) /  (C'+ (X) - CA34 1 C3 ( 0 - C 4  {.<) ) )
0 6 A = 3 ( K ) t ( X L C ( X ) * * 2 ) / ( C 2 ( K ) - C 5 A * ( C 1 ( < ) - C 2 ( X ) ) )
C A L C U LATI ON  CF .-lEMoSR S T I F F N E S S  -t AT R ICES
3(1,1)=0\Ü
S ( 1 ,2) = 0EA*C cA
S ( 1 ,3) = ( 0 A 3+0aA *C 2A)/XLC  C O
5(1.4) =-.3( 1.3)
3(2. 1) = 0 A3*CAS 
3 ( 2 . 2 )=02A
S ( 2 . 3 ) = ( 0 a A + 0 A 6 * C A d ) / X L 0 ( O
105
3 ( 2 , 4 ) = - S ( 2,2) 
5(2 ,1)-S(I .3) 
l( 3,2)=3( 2,2)
3(2, 2) = ( CAa + CAB^CAS fJ-.iA )/{ a L 3( K ) =>»i)
5( 2,4 )=-5(2,3)
S(4, l) = S( 1 ,4)
5 (4 ,2 )=S ( 2 ,4 )
3( 4,3)= S ( 3 .4)
3 (4,4)=S(2,2)
S(5,5 )=l /C5(K)
S( 5,6 )=-1 /C 5(K)
3 ( 6 , 5 ) = 3 (5 ,0 )
3(c,s)=l/CS(K)
J1=0
J2=0
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 140 
Kl=K-l
I F ( Ar E A ( < I , .'U C K I) ) . E Q , 0 , 0 ) 01 = 1
140 ( F (A R E A ( K , 1 ) . E 0 , 0.0) 0 1=1
IF(K.EQ.NM) GO TC 142 
I F (AREA( K + 1, 1 ) . i O .0.0) 02=1 
142 IF ( AREA (<, N1 (n ) ) . EO .0 .0 ) 0 2=1
I F ( K . N E . l ) GC TO 144 
IF(JH.NE.O) 01=1 
144 IF(K ..NE.NV )• GC.TC 1 46 
IF(OH.NE.O) 02=1 
146 CO NTINUE 
03=01602
IF(J3.EQ,2) GO TC 143 
GC TC 152 
l4c DC 150 1=1,4
DC ISO 0=1,4 
150 3(I ,0)=0,0 
GC TO 162 
152 IF(Jl.EQ.l) GC TC 154 
GC TO 159
154 DC 156 1=1,4
DC 156 0=1 ,4
156 5 ( I ♦ 0)=0 i 0
S ( 2 , 2 ) = ( E ( K ) ? ( X L C ( X ) ) * * 2 ) / C 2 ( < )  
5( 2. 3)=S (2  ,2)/XLC(K)
3 ( 2 , 4 ) = - S ( 2,3)
3 (3 ,2j=S(2,2 )
5 ( 2 , 2 ) = 3 ( 2 , 2)/(( XLC(<))=* 2)
3 ( 3 , 4 ) = - 3 (3,3) 
a (4,2)=3(2,4)
S ( 4 , 2 ) = S ( 2,4)
3(4,4 )=S (2,3)
GC TC 162
155 1F(02.NE,1) Gu TC 162 
DC 150 1=1,4
106
oc 160 J=l,4 
16 0 3 ( I . J )=0 .0
3 l l . l ) = ( C ( K ) * ( X L 0 ( K ) ) » * 2 ) / C 4 ( < )
3( 1 .3)=5( 1,1)/XuO(K )
3 ( 1 , 4)=-S(1,3)
3(3.1)- S ( 1 ,3 )
S( 3,3)=3( !,!)/(( X L Û K )  )**2)
S(3,4)-=-3 (3,3 )
3(4, 1) = S { 1,4)
S(4,3) = S(3,4)
3(4 ,4)-=S(3,3 )
152 C O N T I N U E 
G A3SE>.SLINÜ S T I FrN Es S M AT k IX G F F?. 4Mr.
OC 164 L=l,6 
DC 1 64 M-= 1 , ô 
3TT(K ,L,M ) = 0 .
OC 164 N=l,6 
16 4 S TT ( K ,L ,M ) = 3TT ( K , L , M ) + 5 ( t , N ) T ( K , N , M )
OC 166 L=l,6 
DO 166 W=l,6 
ET3TT(L,M ) = 0 .
DC 166 N=1 ,6 
166 ET STT (L ,,M ) = ET3TT( L , W ) + T T ( K , L , N ) * 3 T T ( < , N ,  ,v. )
OC 163 L=l,6 
L1=NPÏ(K,L)
OC 163 M=l,6 
.M1 = NPE( K , , ‘vi)
FEM(K,M)-=0.0 
163 T3TT(L1 .Ml )=T'3TT(H 1 )+3T3TT(L.M )
C C A L C U L A T I O N  CF FIX E D  ACTIONS CF MÏMaEPS CjE T :
C UNIFORM LCAOS
PMV.=C4 ( K) *C2 (KJ -( Cl (K )-C2 (K ))=!=( C" (0 ) -C4( K ) )
PMAB (K) =(C5(K)»(C2(K) -C4( k ) ) -07 ( K, ) -  C2 (  :< ) ) /P.MM 
P M 3 A ( K ) = ( C 7 ( K ) * ( C 1 ( K ) - C 2 ( K )  )-06(K )*-C4(;<) ) /'’MM 
F£.M(K ,l )=-OMA-2{K)
N 1K=.N 1 ( K )
IF( AREA(K,1 ) ,EG.O .0 ) F£.Vi(X, 1 )=0 .0 
IF ( A k E A ( K , N 1 K ) , E Q . 0 i D ) F EN ( K , 1 ) =C 7 ( K ) / C4 ( X )
F=y (K. 2 ) = PMBA (K )
IF (AREA (K .1 ) .EG.O .0 ) FEM(K , 2 ) = Co ( X.)/C2(K ) 
IF (AR EA(K,N 1K ).EQ,J. D)  F E W ( K , 2 ) = 0 . 0
FEM(K ,3 ) = CVL(K) >iXLO (K )/2-( PMA6 (X ) -PM3A (x ) )/XLO( K ) 
F£M{ K ,4 )=CVL( K) “ X L j (:<) /2F ( PV4S (K) -PME A ( K ) )/XLC ( K )
IF { CVL(K) .EQ .0 .D ) UC TO 170
F5M (K,5)=CHL(K) *ALÜ(X) *Fc.l( K ,3 ) / l FEM ( K , 3 ) +FE:i(.< ,4)) 
FcM (K ,6 ) = CML(K) *XLO(.< ) *FE,V ( K , 4) / ( F E ‘1 ( K , 3 ) +FEM(< , 4 ) ) 
170 CO NT INU E
DO 17 1 1=1,5 
F£iv.ü(K, I ) = 0 . 0 
OC 17 1 J = 1 ,6 
17 1 F E M G ( K , I )= F E M G ( < , I )+TT(X , 1 ,J ) " F E M (X ,J )
107
OC 172 1=1,6
? ( MP= ( K , I ) ) = ? ( iSPC (K,I))+F:JG(K,I:
172 CO NTI N U E
OC 174 1=1, \P
00 174 J=1,NP 
174 A( I , J) = TSTT( :,J )
N = ,NP 
JP=0
■OC 17b 1 = 1, NP
IF ( A C I , I ) ,N = .0 .0 ) G'C TO 176 
JK=JP + 1 
NF(J«)=I 
N = N — 1 
176 C O N T I N U E
IF(JP. .ZG.O) CG TO 166
1 H=NP
00 184 IP=1,JR
IT =PF (IP)-IP+1 
IK=IH 
Ir = IH— 1 
DC ISO 1 = 1 , IK 
DO 130 J=lT,Iri 
130 A( I , J) = Al I,J + l )
DO 182 I = I T ,IH 
DC 132 J=l, IH 
132 A d  , J) = A( I-H , J)
184 CO NTINUE  
166 CO NT I N U E  
IDGT=0
c a l c u l a t i o n  OF INVERSE OF STI FFNES3 MATRIX 
CALL L I N V 2 F  (A , N , NX , A 1,NV , IDGT , , 1ER)
I F ( 1ER,N E , 0) 00 TO 313 
: F { U P ,=0.0) GC TO 193 
IH = N
DO 196 IP=l,jR 
I T = V F ( I ? )
IK = IH 
Ih=lHfl
DO 190 1 = 1 , IK 
L = I K - I h 1 
DC 163 J=IT,I< 
v = i <- j+ IT 
138 A I N V ( L , M + 1 ) = AINV(L,M)
190 A I N V ( L , M F ( I P ) ) = 0 , 0  
0 0 194 J=1,IH 
M=IH-J+1 
DC 152 I = IT,IK 
L= IK-I + IT 
192 A I N V ( L+ 1 , M ) = A I NV ( L , -M )
194 M N V (  v.F d ^  ) ,V).= 0, 0 
19c c o n t i n u e
108
ISd CO NT I N U E
JU 20 3 1=1. NP
XI (I > = 0 .
PP( I ) = i LF--P 1(1) + p :<( I )
IF ( JK .EQ , 1 ) FP( 1 ) = (ILr-1 ) !?P 1( I) +LL-P1 < I ) / I L + PK ( I ) 
CAUCULATICN CF JEFLECTIGNS
00 200 J=l.NP
2 00 XI (I ) = X1 ( I ) +.A INV ( I, J ) =fP( J )
M=NM/2
TCL= ILF*CTVL I CM ) + TCLi<
1 F ( J'< , Za , 1 ) T CL= { ILF-1 )*CTVLl IS ) +LL «CTVL 1(M)/1L +TCLK 
OC 202 K=1,NV
CVLT (<)=CV LT (K)+CVL (X  )
CHLT(!<) =CilLT(K) +ChL(X)
C T V L ( K ) = 0 .0 
2 02 C T H L ( K ) = ü .O
00 204. 1=1, MM
PCI )=0.0 
20& X ( 1 J = X ( I) + X 1{ I )
DC 214 K=1,NM
C A L C U L A T I C N  CF MEM 8E P END ACTIC.NE
DC 2 06 1=1,5
PL(K, I)= 0,
DC 206 J=l,c 
2 06 PLCK.I ) = P L ( K , I ) + E T T ( < , I , J ) % X l ( \ P E ( K , J ) )
DO 208 1=1,6
PLCK,I )=PLCK, I )-F=M (i< , I )-PS(K , I )
F E M C K . I ) = 0 . 0  
F EM G (<. I)= 0 . 0 
OSLCK,I ) = 0 .
DC 208 J=l,6 
20 5 DEL CK , I )=OEL CX, I ) +T (.< , I, J )« X 1 CNPC (X , J ) )
O E L T ( X ) = Q £ L C < ,4)- G E L ( X , 3 )
DC 210 1=1.6
PLICK.I }=PL1 (K, I ) fPL (.<, I )
P E C K , I ) =0.0 
210 CONTINUE
C A L C U L A T I O N  CF LOADS CUE TO 3cCC.N0 CRCEP EFFE CTS 
P S C K . O ) = O E L T ( K ) * C P L 1 ( < , 6 ) - P L 1 ( K , 3 ) ) / ( Z * < L C ( K ) )  
P S C K , 4 ) = - P S ( K , E )
DC 212 1=1,6 
DO. 212 J= I , 6 
212 P (NPcC K , I ) ) = P( N P E  (K , I ) )+T r ( K, I, J ) -P3( K. J )
214 C O N T I N U E
DO 215 K=1,NM 
MK=N1 ( !<)
DO 215 I = 1, N I ,X 
DC 215 N = 1 ,28
215 THCK ,I ,N) = Th 1 (< , I ,N)
INSPECTION CF S T R E S S E S  CF- C R O S S - S E C T I C N  SEGMENTS  
DC 270 X=1,NM
109
N1K=NI(K)
ÛC 270 1 = 1 , M K
I PK-=0
Û0 216 N=l.2S 
SP(.N)=0 ,0 
S P L (M ) = 0 • 0 
-216 THH(\) = THl (K,I ,N)/2
IF(LC.EC.O) GC T] 213
II K= H-K
IFCIIK.EG.2) IPK=l 
IF ( JH .-NS . 0) IPK=0 
□C 213 N=1,LC 
IIK=K+l
IFIK.EO .JCN(.\) ) IPK=1 
IF( I K ,  EG. JCN (N) ) IPK=l 
2 13 CONTINUE
I F K . N E . N M )  GC TO 21 J 
I F {I . E G . N l ( < ) J IP<=1 
IF(JM.NE.O) IPK=0
219 CO NT I N U E  
IF(IPK.NE.O) GC TC 27 0 
IFIAREAIK, I) .ÔG.0 .0> GO TC 273 
-vlMK.I > = A I M  (K,I )
AP5A(K, I ) =ARcAl {■< , X )
X B T I K , I ) = X 3 T 1(K ,I )
CT,MI = 0.0 
CTM2=3.3 
CTM3=0.0 
C T P 1=3.0 
CTP2=0.0 
CTP3=0,0 
F 1 = 0.0 
FF1=0.0 
F 2=0 .0 
F F 2 = 0 .0
CTP=-PL 1 (< . 3 )-CHLT( K )-7Xt_P (K )*(I-1)
CTM=PL1 {K ,1 )-(PLl (N. 1 ) +PL1 (K,2))*(I-1)/NN(<)+CVLT(K )v 
1( -XLP(K ) **2)*(I-l)*(NN(K)-I+l)/2 
CTP1=CTP 
C TMI=CTN
220 K%=dIN(K,I)-*IllK)
I F ( O A c S ( A * ) . L E . E P )
WW=XIN( K. I )-'.«I2(K)
IF<0A33(*%).LE.H P )
W a= kl N(K,I) -A I3(K)
IF(0A8S(wW) . L E .cP ) 
a W = * X N ( K , I ) - d 14 IK )
IFIDAasi 'A A ) .LE.EP)
•/iW=VKlN( K, I )-wX5(K )
I F ( 0 A 6 3 ( % * ) . L E . E P ) 
w Vi =W I M ( K . I ) - ■* I 3 ( K )
GC TC 222
GG ro 222
GC TO 222
GC TC 222
GC TC 222
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I r(DAS S( *4).L:. cP ) CJ T] 22 £ 
v; i'i = *.V lN(KtI)-Al7(.<»I)
IF (04 dS(A *),Lc. 2P ) GC TO 22c 
V( ■*■ = VK I M ( K , I )-3*ai7(K,I )
IF(0A3S(\\a ) .L=. = ?) GC TC 22c 
GC TC 230
222 I F ( C T M . N E . O .0) GC TC 224 
I F { C T P , N £ .0 .0) GC TC 224 
GC TC 230
224 W I N ( K,I)= 0, 0  
AREAIK t I )=0 , Q 
KJ-K 
I J=I
GC TC 270 
226 N=NO
H.-P=(S ST< K , I < , I )+C T ? ) / ( Y ST ( K ) « T I- ( K . I «M ) >
IF( O A S S ( H P P j . G T . T V ( K , I , N ) )  hFP=TV(K,I,^)
T K L = ( ( T V ( K , I , \ ) - D A S S ( H P P ) ) / 2 ) * T H ( K , I . N ) * Y 3 T ( \ ) * ( T V ( < , T  
I, N) +-CAE3S (hPP ) )/2 
IF (CABS ( CTV) ,l T ,T<i_ ) GC TC 230 
W I N ( K . I ) = 0 . 0 
AREA(K » I )=0 .0 
KJ=K 
IJ=I
GC TC 270
223 N=ND
H P P = (R 5 T ( K , I , N ) * A R c A ( K ,I ) + C T P ) / ( Y S T ( K ) % T h ( X , I , N ) ) 
TVN=2*TV(K , I
IF (DABS { riPP ) .GT . TVN ) HPP- TVM
TKL=( (2*TV(K,I ,N) -0A33 (HPP ) )/2 > #Ti-i( K , I,N)*YST (<)*(Z&TV  
1( K,I,N )+ O A B S ( H P P ) ) / 2  
IF{DA3S(CTMJ ,LT.T/<1_} GC TC 230 
wlN(K« I ) — 0 # 0 
A R c A ( K ,I)=0.0 
K J=K 
I J=I
GC TO 270 
230 DÜ 236 N=l ,23
IF(TH(K,I ,N) .30.0.0 ) GC TC 2Zo 
S T F P = C T P / A R S A ( K , I )
3TRM=CT V f ( x3 (K, I, ,\)-XcT(K, I ) )/.v I N ( X . I )
IF( LTP.EO.l) CALL RES FCC ( F S T .ST A .4 . S T P , Y 3T , r I , F F 1 . F 2 , 
IFF 2 . TH,TV,X3,K,I,h)
IF(LTP.E0.2) CALL R-ZSTRI ( RS T .GTRM , STRP . VST , F l.FF 1 ,F2, 
1 F F 2 , T H , T V , T H 1,X3, SP ,3PL.X, I . )
IF (LTP.EO .3 ) CALL R EG T RP C R 3 T , S 7RM ,ST?.P . Y ST ,F i , FF l , p 2 . 
1FF2. TH . TV ,TH1 « X3 . SP . G RL . K , I ,N ,THH >
236 CON TI N U E
CALL IN RTI A(WIN,TH. TV . X3 , X ti T , , I, Bu.ND)
A R S A ( K , I j = B G
IF(F1 .ZQ.O. 0 ) CIS 1=0.3
Ill
IF(F2.=Q.0.0r D 132=0 ,0 
ÏF(Fl.NZ.O.O) ÜI3 1=FFl/Fl 
IF(F2 .riC .0 .0 ) 3I52=FF2/F2 
0 1 S=0I 32-013 I 
IF{ OrS .c-U.O .0 > 33 TC 2 70 
K R (K)=1
IF(AKEA(K,I ) .ÏU.O.O) !<J=K 
IF(AREA(K,I).EC.0.0) IJ=I 
IF { AF.EA( K , I) .EO.O .0 ) 3C TO 270 
IF (OASS ( FI ) .LT .DA33( Fi) } 30 TO 24-4
CTN=CTMl-F2*CI3 + (rl +F2)«(XüT(\, I)-FFl/Fl ) + C T F 1* 
1( XBTl (K , I )-X3T( K, I ) )
CTP=CTPI-F1-F2 
IF(CTM.EO.CT.v I) 33 TC 2-+0 
30 TC 242 
24 0 IF(CTP.EO.CTPI) 30 T] 270 
24 2 CTMI=CTM 
CTPI=CTP 
30 TO 220
24*+ IF( 04dS( F2) .LT .04S3( F I) ) 3 3 TO 25 2
CT.M=CT’.|I +F1 «0 15 + 1 F 1 +F2 )* ( X3T CK. I ) -Fr 2/F2 )+CTP 1* 
1( X S T K K  ,I )-XST(K.I) )
CTP = CTP 1-F1-F2 
IF (CTiM. EQ.CTV3 ) 3C T ] 24o 
GO TC 248 
246 I F (C T P . 5 0 .CTP2) GC TO 270 
248 CTM2=CT'.t 
CTP2=CTP 
GC TO 220 
252 CTV=CTV1+F1*013 
CTF=CTP I
IF(CTM.EC.CTyO) GC TO 254 
GC TC 2 56 
254. IF(CTP.EG.CTP3) GC TC 270 
256 CTM3=CTM 
CT?3=CTP 
GO TO 220 
270 CCNTINJE 
3F = JH
00 230 K=l.NM 
N1K=NI(K)
CC 230  1=1,NIK
IF ( AREA (K , I ) .EQ .0 .0 > JF=JF+l 
IF(K.EO.l) GC TC 28 0 
IF(I .GT.1 ) GO TO 230 
K1=K-1
AP=A k .= A ( M  .N K K l  ) )+ARE 4( K , I )
IF(AR.GT.O.O) GO TO 2 50 
Jr=JF-I 
230 c o n t i n u e  
KSI=KS
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KEAC(S, 5?.0 ) (CT'/i_iiCi< j ,CTnLa (K) , K= 1, )
PSINT 5 76 
PPINT 330 
P h'INT 552 
SI T £ ( 6 , 51 2 ; ( I , P 5A S£ ( I ) .1=1 , \P )
PP. lUT 5 70 
PPINT 5S4
WRIT E (6 ,333) (K.CTVL3<K) ,CTPL3(KJ ,n =1 ,NM )
DC 358 1=1,N?
353 PI (I )=PBASS( D / N L F  
0 0 359 K=1,NM 
CTVLl(K)=CTVL8(K)/ N L F '
CThLl (fO=CTHL8(i<)/iNLF 
259 CONTINUE
GC TC n o
36 2 PRINT 550 
366 CCfjTIMJE
IF(IER.NE.O) GC TC 366 
GO TO 3 70 
363 PRINT 500 
370 CONTINUE 
PRINT 586 
PRINT 588 
3RINT 590 
PRINT 5:34
w r i t e  ( 6 .566 ) ( K. P H  (< ,5 ) .Pu I (K , 3 ) .PLlIK.lI.^LlIk.c),
IPL 1(K . 4 ) .PL 1 (K, 2 ) .K=l , N.'i )
DO 372 1=1 ,.6 
SUP 1(1 )=0.0 
S U P 2 (I) = 0 .0 
DC 372 J=l,6
3 U P 1{I)=SUP1(I) + TT( I, I .J)=PL1 (1.J )
SUP2 ( I )=S JP2 ( I ) +TT( NM , I.J)*PL1 (.';-I . J )
372 CONTINUE 
PRINT 592 
PRINT 594 
PRINT 5 96 
PRINT 552
WRITE! 6 .568) 3UP1 (5 ) .5 JPl (5 ) .Su p i (1 )
PRINT 593 
PRINT 596 
PPINT 532
WRITS(6 ,563) 3 U P 2 ( c ), 3uP2(4 ) .£uP2(2)
IF1JF.GE.4) PR I NT 323 
40 0 CONTINUE
500 FORMAT (5 X .  ' Tl-E MATRIX IS ZERO 3Ü IT DOES NOT aORK')
501 F0PMAT(2I5)
50 2 F O R M A T (715)
504 F C R M A T I S F i O ,2)
506 F C P M A T ( 1515)
508 FORMAT (• 1 SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS OF RIGID FP A '^ES ' //)
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510 rCSM4T('0','REàIOJAL STRESS PATTERN 13 PECTANGOLA k •/)
5 12 PGf^AT(nX,I5,üX,F3.3)
514 FO P.M AT ( » 0 • , • EK NP 1 fiP 2 X?3 \?4 ,\P 5 NP 6 ' , 5 X ,
I • XI • ,SX , ' Y I » ,oX , • XJ • . .3X. • Y J ' }
515 F CF.MAT ( 42 .< t > I N . • . 7X t • I N . ' » 7 X , ' I i'U • . 7 X f • I ^  )
516 F C h M A T (9 F J ,5)
S i a  FCSMAT(1M . 7 15 . IX ,4F1 0 ,3 )
520 FQPMAT(2F10.3)
522 FORMAT ( «0 *,» .v = Mu3cS ANC MATEPlAi. ‘^ POPEPT I E3 » '
1 » 1 X , • I N . AND <S r/}
524 FCFMAT(4F5.3)
526 F CFM AT < • 1 • . • VALOcS CF JOINT LCA05 , JiS'IFCF-M LCACS.'.lX,
1 • DEFLECT IONS. AilD NO.AciEP OF HlMvES AND ITERATIONS'/)
52 Q FORMAT (•-' ,5X t • END CF FRDDl E.v  TnE FRAME FAILFD')
530 r C P M A T ( • 0 3X .* JOINT LOADS, KI^S'/)
532 FORMAT ( *0 * t ' FES IDJAi_ STRESS PATTERN lo TRIANGULAR'/)
524 FORMAT!'1','aIOTH OF ^OPTION LF FLANGE ANC NES IN')
525 FORMAT!IX,'TENSION DUE TC RESIDUAL STRESSES, IN.'/)
536 F O R M A T ! '1', 'FIRST SET OF LOADS'/)
538 F0RMAT!I5,2F10,2)
540 FORMAT ! '0 hOfil Z. L3 AC ' , 4 X , ' V'lP T . L 0 A D ' ,2 X , ' C CMT . V;;'
1,3X,'H0RI2, CEFL. • ,2X , ' VERT . JEFL . • , 2X , • nO"'I E . OEFL . * )
542 FORMAT ! • 0 * , • MEMCEH ' , 2X , ' IF 1 ' , Ax , ' v. 1 ' , 5X , ' TF2 ' , 4X,'aO' ,
1 5X , • .vCF * ,4X , 'TCP' ,4X, 'T* * , 4 X , 'H A ! S E ) ' , 2X, ■ HA( EE ) ' , 
23X,*YST' ,oX, *E'/)
544 FORMAT! I 5 ,'1 X , 7F 7 . 2 , OF C . 3 , F 1 C .2)
54 6 F CRMAT ! ' O' , ' McMdER' ,tX , • .-.FI * ,7X , ' '.vv, I • ,7X,'^F0',7X, "A 2 • / ) 
54 3 FORM  AT!FI 0,4,3X,F 10 .4 , IX,F1 C . 4 ,2X 13.5, IX,E13.5.0 14.5
1 ,2X, 15,3X, 15 )
550 F O R M A T ! S X , 'ENC OF PROBLEM')
552 FQRMAT!4X, 'LOCATION’,5X, 'LOAD'/)
554 FORMAT!'O','MEMBER' ,2X,'VEPT ICm L * ,2X, •hCPIZCNTAL'/)
356 FORMAT!515)
353 FORMAT ! 15,4 FI 0,3)
360 FORMAT!4I5)
562 FORMAT ! 1X, •AT THE TCP CF',2X,'^T THE TCP',2X,'RT. LOAD' 
1,3X,'AT TUP CF',5X,’AT MID 3PAN',2X,'AT TCP U r ',7X 
2 , 'NO. CF'.2X.'NC, OF')
564 FORMAT !1X , 'LEFT COLUMN',4X,'CF COLUMNS',2x, 'OF PAFTEP' 
1,2X,'L£FT COLUMN* ,3X CF R AFTER',4X,' RIGHT C O L U M N 4 X  
2 , 'HINGES•,2 X , •ITEA.S')
566 FORMAT ! 1 5 ,4X,F10,4,5F12.4)
568 FORMAT!'0',3F10,4)
570 FORMAT!'-'.'UNIFORM LOADS, KIPS/IN.')
572 F O R M A T ! •0’,'RESIDUAL STRESS PATTERN IS TRAPEZOIDAL'/)
574 FCHMAT!F10.2,F14.3)
576 FORMAT!'I','SECOND SET CF LOADS'/)
575 FORMAT! 'O', 'ANALYSIS CF FRAME NUM13ER' , 13/)
530 FORMAT !'-',///,IX, 'DEGREE OF FREEDOM NUMSEP.3 AND', IX,
1' MEMBER END COORDINATES, I N . ’/)
53 1 FORMAT!IX,'KIPS',1IX,'<IPS',OX,'KIPS/IN.',3X,'IN.',
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n  1 X t ' I N . • . 1 0 X , • I N , * / )
50 2 FCKM.XT (4.;^  , "KIPS',7X,'< IPS ' , 5 > , « ^  I PS - 1 N , ' )
534 F C P M A T d ô X ,  "KIPS' ,ÙX, "KiPS ' ,3a, "K !P3-I\, • , j..., • .< I P £ • .
IdX, • K IPS" ,ex , • Kl PS-IN , ' / )
536 FCRMITI "-',///, IX, "PINAL Z\C ACTI CN S CF VSY2EP5')
333 FORMAT! • 0 * ,24X ," cNJ I",31X,"=.\D J")
590 FCPMAT("0"," MüMSïR ' , SX," AXIAL" ,7.<," SH CAR" , 6X , • wCN'S.NT ‘ , 
17X,"AXIAL".7X,"SHEAR' , cX , * M C > EXT" )
592 FCJRVAK " 1 "," REACTIONS AT SUPPORTS'//)
594 F O R M A T (•-• ,9X , "LEFT SUPPORT")
596 FORMAT! "hOR IZCNT AL ' , 2X, 'VERTICAL" , EX.' M O ‘.*EXT
593 F O R M A T , 9 X  ,"P I GnT SUPPORT')
5TCP
END
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SUBRCUT IMÏ Iis.-îTIAlrtI;N,THt TV ,XJ,X3T,<, I , 
IMPLICIT ^5ALvü(A-H,J-Z)
D I .MENS I CN W I M  12 » 21 J ,T h( 12, 2 1.2f),TV (12,2 1,20) 
Û IMSNSICN X3( 12,21,26) ,XST( 12,21)
e e = o ,00
DC 2 N=l,2o
IF( TH( < , I ,N ) ,v3T . 0 .0 ) NiOsr-l
2 e3=eg+Th(i<, I ,|N)V-TV(K, I ,N)
A K- 0 . 0 0
00 3 M=l,23
3 AK-= AK-t-THI K , I ,h)*TV ( K, I , N ) *X Ô (K, I , i\ ) 
rfIN{K,I ) —  0,0 0
IF(2B.EC.0 .0 ) GC TC 3 
X3T(K,I )=AK/2c5 
DO 4 N=1.22
a a1N(K,I )=*I\(K,I)+(Th(K, I,N) *TV(K , I,\)?*:)/12 + 
1 T H ( K , I  ,  N ) t T V ( < , I  , h ) * ( x a T ( < , I ) - % 3 ( X , I  ,  \  ) )
5 RETURN 
END
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aUSKÛUriNz ;cSA^C(AST,3Tr4,àTcP,/3T,-l,Frl,F:,rr2.T^, 
1TV,X3,K,I,N) 
iVrLICIT 4cAL*3(A-M,:-Z)
D I.VEN3I ON S S T ( 1 2 , 2 1 , J 3 ) , Y S T (  12),TH( 12,21 ,23)
DIMENSION T V ( 1 2 , 2 1 . 2 3 } , X 3 ( 12,21,23)
5T3=PST( K , I ,N) hST.VM + S r? =
1F{ DASSC 3TS ) ,lT .Y3T( X ) ) GC TC ■+
Ir ( S T R . G E . Y S K i O  ) GC T: 2
F 1 = F 1 - ( Y S T ( K ) + A S T ( K , I  ,N) )*Tk(K,l,N)*TV(K,[,N) 
F F l = F F l - ( Y S T ( K ) + A S T ( K , I , N ) ) » T r ( N . I , N ) « T V ( < , I , N ) % X E ( K , : , N )  
T H(K,I,N)=0,0 
GC TC 4
2 F2 = F 2 f (YST(K ) -%ST (K , I ,N) ) 4 T K K ,  I , N )*TV (K, I ,N )
FF 2=FF 2 + ( Y3T( X) -FST( ;< , I , N ) ) «Tr ( is , I ,\)*TV(K,I,N)*X%(<, l,\) 
TH (K, I , N )•=■: . ]
4 CONTINUE  
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE SEES TPI ( P. S T , ST r ,v , 3 T ,r 3T , FI , FF 1 , F2 i FF2 * Th ,
ITV.Thl,X8,SP,SPL,N, I , N )
IMPLICIT P=AL*8(A-M,0-Z)
DIMENSION TH( 12, 2 I ,28 ) ,TV ( I 2.21 .2 8) .,<2(12,21 ,2H) , 3P (28 )
DIMENSION SPL (23) ,Y5T( 1 2 ) , T H (  12. 2l.2S),PSr( 12,21,23)
IFIN.LE.A) GC TC ô 
IF(N.l £,S) GO TO 12 
IF(N.L£.l2) CC TC 6 
IF(N.LC.lô) GO TO 12 
IF(N.LH.20) GC TO 6 
IF(N.ED.2 1) GC TC 12 
IF(N,LE.27) GC TO 5 
IF (N.EO.2-3) GC TC 12 
6 3 T k=P.ST(K ,I ,N)+STRM+3TRP
I F{ DAOS (STP, ) ,LT .YST {<. ) ) GO TC 16 
IF(STP.GE.yST(K)) GC TC 6
Fl = Fl-( YST(K. )+P3T(i<., I ,N) ):i=TH(P. I .N) S.TV(K,I ,N) 
FF1=FF1-(YST(K)+«3T(K., l.N) ) tTh(K, I,N)*TV(K. I,N)=Xc(K, I ,N) 
TH ( K , I . N ) = 0 . 0 
GC TC 16
£ F2=F2+(YST( K)-RST (K, I ,N) ) s^ T F(K. I , N) *TV (K , I . N)
FF2=FF2 + ( YST(K.)-r< ST( K . I ,N) ) 4TH( K.I,N)*TV(K,I.N)*XE(K.I,N) 
T H ( K , I . N ) =0 . 0 
GC TO 16 
12 STP=3TRM+3TRP
IF(STP.GT.O.O) GO TC 14 
SYT=YST(K)-3PL(N)
IF(DABS(STP) .l T.SYT) GC TC 13 
SP(N)=STP+SYT
TP=-TH1(K,I,N)*3P(N)/Y3T(K)
IF(TP.GT.THlK,I,N)) 3 P (N )=-2fYST(K )+3YT 
IF ( TP ,GT.TH( K,I ,,'))) TP=TH (K ,I .N)
TH<K,I,N)=TH(X,I,N)-TP
FFl=FFl+(-YST(K)+3PL(N)»3P(N)/2)#TP«TV(K,[,N)LXU(K,I.N) 
3 P L {N) = S P L ( N )+ SP(N)
GC TO lo 
14 IF(STP,LE ,SPL(N) ) GO TO 1C 
SP(N)=STP-SPL(N)
TP=TH1(K,I,N)*SP(N)/Y3T(X)
IF( TP ,GT ,TH( K . I ,N ) ) SP(N ) = YST (K )-3PL (N )
IF (TP.GT,TH(K , I .N) ) T P = T H (K , I ,N)
T H ( K , I ,N)=THIK,I.N)-TP 
F2=F2+(SPL(N)+SP(N)/2)*TP*TV(K,l.N)
FF2=FF2 + (3PL(N) + SP(N)/2)*TP*TV(K, I , N ) * X3 ( K , I . N )
SPL( N) =SPl.( N ) +3P1 NJ 
16 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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F3=F2+ ( SPL I N ) + :iP (M ) / 2 > =i«TP vT V ( :< , I )
FF2=FF2+ (SPL (\)+SP(\)/2)*TotT/(K, I . fi ) <-• <S ( K , I , N ) 
SPL(N)=SPL(N)+SP(\)
THH (Ni) =0 . J 
lo CCNTIMOS  
P.5 TURN 
END
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Ct^ FWEEOOM NUMBERS ANU MEMBER END COORDINATES, IN,
MUER NP I NP2 NP3 NP4 NP5 NP6 XI Y 1 X J y J
IN . IN . IN. I N.
I 31 1 33 3 32 2 0. 0 0.3 7.271 156.940
2 1 4 3 6 2 5 7.271 15 6. 04 0 i. 128 175.440
3 4 7 6 <3 5 8 a,12d 1 75 .44 0 27.528 177.726
4 7 10 9 12 8 1 1 27.52E 17 7. 736 102.609 186.621
5 1 0 1 3 12 15 1 1 14 132.60) 186 .621 286.772 199.160
6 1 3 IB 15 16 14 17 28c. 7 73 19 9.160 4 74.93 7 136 .621
7 16 Iv 18 21 17 20 474.93? 186.621 550.018 177.726
ii 19 22 2 1 24 20 23 55 0.01d 1 7 7 . 73B 56 9 .4 1 6 175.440
9 22 25 24 27 23 26 5u9.418 1 75, 4 4  0 5 70.2 75 156.94 0
1 0 3 5 2d 2 7 3 3 26 29 3 70.2 75 156 .9 1 0 577.546 O.C
t o
to
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WIDTH QF PCR T I C N  CF FLANGE AMD W = S l.N 
T5NSICN DUE TC RESIDUAL S T P EiSES, IN,
MEMBER wFl W W 1 /kF 2 ,V ,v2
1 0.Ç4 3 0.474 1.112 D.5EC
2 0.S48 0.474 1.112 0.656
3 1.054 0.527 1.054 0.527
4 1.054 0.527 1.054 0,527
5 0.456 0.228 O.oOO 0.300
6 0.456 0.228 C.600 0.300
7 1.034 0.527 1.054 0.527
a 1.054 0.527 1.054 0.327
9 0.946 0 .474 1 . 112 0.55c:
10 0.94 6 0.474 1 . 112 0.35c
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FIRST SET CF LOADS
JOINT L O A D S t KIPS 
L O C A T I O N  LOAD
1
2
■3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10 
I 1 
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
1 S 
IS 
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26 
27
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0 
0 .0 
Ü . 0 
0.0 
0 .0 
C. 0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0 . 0 
0.0 
c.o
C. 0 
0 .0 
c.o 
0 . 0 
0 .0 
c.o
UNIFORM LOAOS. K I P S / I N .  
MEMBER VERTICAL  H O R I Z O N T A L
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
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0 ,0 
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0.0 
0.0 
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0. 0 
0 .0 
0.0
0 .0 
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FINAL END ACTIüNb UF MEMBERS
END 1 END J
MENDER AXI AL SMEAR M D M E N 1 A XI AL SMEAR MCMFNT
Kl PS K IPS KIPS-IN. KIPS K IPS K IPS- IN.
1 4 4 .7232 - 13.469 7 0,0 - 44,7232 13.4697 -2111 .4412
2 44.7231 -13.4699 21 1 1.4412 -44.7 231 13.4699 -2351,3577
V 22.1376 29.0570 2351,3577 — 2 1 , dô L6 -27 ,5670 -170 4.7285
4 21 .B6 63 2 7.5600 1704.7205 -20,0 179 - l a , 7005 -t. .9993
t> 19.Ü4Ü2 19.7302 6,9^93 — 1 B ,3 66o 2,2311 166 3 . 12 70
i. 10.4999 0.2520 - lo6j, 1270 -1 9,9 7 95 21.7153 -383.474 8
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EXAMPLES OF FRAME ANALYSIS
B.l— Example 1
The frame analyzed in this example is shown in 
Figure B.l. It is a single story, single bay frame with a 
multiple tapered rafter and single symmetric H-shaped cross- 
sections. The columns have single symmetric cross-sections 
with channel sections used for the inside flanges. A verti­
cal uniform load along the rafter is applied incrementally.
All web to flange welds are assumed continuous and one side 
only with the size of the weld dependent on the thickness of 
flanges and web. Shear force in the weld is assumed not to 
govern.
Rectangular patterns are assumed for the residual 
stress distribution of all cross-sections. The procedure 
presented in section 2.5 of Chapter II is used for computation 
of width of tension blocks. The computation of tension blocks 
of section F-F of Figure B.l is as follows;
According to minimum weld table in the AISC specification the 
size of the weld is based on the thickness of plates to be 
joined. In the case of cross-section F-F the web 0.2 inch, 
governs and the minimum weld size is 3/16 in.
Thus Wg = 3/16 in. 
and the approximate area of the weld is (Eqn. 2.10)
A =  0.6 w 2 = 0.0211 in.2 e
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8,128 9U81 186,164
** *----------
186.164 94.481 8128
* f
w  kips/in.
R
R Il 46.5 46.$ ; ^  . ,
* ' *  location of
fo rm ation  
of h inges
F„ s 55 ksi
tyÿ:0.2'd= 6-21.156 t*:Q]85d =20.565-14
6C8.2
Section F-F Section G-G Section H-H
Figure B.l Frame Geometry and Loading for Example 1
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The shrinkage force of the weld is computed from Eqn. 2.9 
F = C^A
where = 870 Kips/in., hence 
F = 870 X 0.0211 = 18.35 Kips.
The width of tension blocks are then, using Eqn. 2.41, 
in outside flange:
2C = — 2x18. 35  _ Q Q 4 Q in
w aySt 55(2x0.252+0.2) 0.948 in.
in outside portion of web: C = 0.074 in.w
in inside flange:
2C = — 2x18.35 _ n 112 in
w CyEt 55(2x0.2+0.2) m .
in inside portion of web: = 0.556 in.
The residual stress level of these tension blocks is assumed 
equal to the yield stress of the steel which is taken as 55 
KSI. The residual stress of the remainder of the flanges and 
web area are compressive, balancing their respective tension 
forces. By the same procedure tension blocks for other cross- 
sections are computed.
The reinforcement effect of connections is taken into 
account by assuming that the yield stress of the portions of 
the rafter and columns adjacent to the column-rafter connec­
tions to be higher than 55 ksi, so that no yielding will occur 
in these areas during the loading process. The length of each
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portion is taken equal to the depth of the cross-section at 
the narrow end of the portion.
Because of the rafter configuration and the single 
symmetric cross-sections, the effective length factor approach 
of AISC specification is not applicable, and the proposed 
stiffness method (in the form of the computer program) and the 
proposed trial and error method are used for the analysis of 
the frame.
Analysis by Trial and Error Method
From Figure B.l the length of the beams and columns 
are, respectively,;
L. = 281.646 in. b
L = 175.628 in. c
The following values are computed by integrating over small 
elements of each member, using Eqns. 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22
X dxa
6
= 6685.44
= 36207.68
® (L.-X) xdx 
5 =/^ — ~ ------ = 21011.69
= = 1507062.93
Jk 2Ij;
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Since the loading and the frame are symmetric, the deflection 
and reactions of only one subassemblage needs to be computed. 
The first load increment is assumed to be
= 0.02 kips/in.
Trial 1
Results of a first order computer analysis yields 
= 1.1 in.
Pel = Pg2  - 5.6326 kips
' -Qsl = 2-75 kips
Based on these values the member end moments are 
= Mg^ = 436.68 kips-in.
= Mgg =436.68 kips-in.
M^g = M^g = 288.47 kips-in.
From eqn. 2.23:
“b i  “ d i  ---------------------     5--------- 5-----------------------------------------------
because this computation is for the first load increment 
^CT " ^C1
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Substituting values of the frame parameter into Eqn. 3.23
= -Ag^ = -0.0171 in.
and
^B1 ^BTl
^D1 ^DTl
From Eqn. 3.25
^  2=,"" "R "L'"DT1 “BTl2H—D_—D_ +A__,—A.
thus
^ATl ~ “0*203 in. > -1.1 in.
Hence try
\ l  = -1 in.
and Eqn. 3.23 gives
Ag^ = -Ag^ = 0.0469 in.
Using these values, Eqn. 3.25 gives
= -0.562 in. > -1 in.
Hence try
= -0.95 in.
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then
= -Ag2= -0.0789 in.
and
= -0.953 in. -0.95 in. say O.K.
Then from Eqn. 3.27
A^ = Aj^  ^- Ag^ = 0.1578 in.
Because of symmetrical loading and symmetrical frame
BB^ = DD^ (see Figure 3.5)
Using Eqn. 3.28
BB' . . «SB x^ dx , r
“ b  7 b  V s  - 1^ + —  J-&
and integrating over small elements of the rafter gives
1 / ^  (L,-x)xdx
ÊÏT / — #------  = 0.0025718
b JB
'A „2
„  , 2 5 ^  = 0.0043744
J b Ix
w^Cose / A  (L^_x)x2ax
J b - m   = -0.9980246
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Substituting these values and the values of the moments in 
Eqn. 3.28 gives
BB' = DD' = -1.137 in.
and from Eqn. 3.30
= - (BB' + DD') sin 9
which gives
= 0.1914 in. > 0.1578 in. (computed by Eqn. 3.27)
Trial 2
Assuming ~ 2.80 kips
and using deflections from the previous trial gives
Mgç = = 445.90 kips-in.
= Mjjg = 445.90 kips-in.
= -281.17 kips-in.
The values of used in Eqn. 3.23 and its computed value by 
Eqn. 3.25 for Trial 2 are arranged in Table B.l.
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Table B.l: Assumed and Computed Values of for
0 ^ 2  ~ 2.80 kips
^A1
(used in Eqn. 3.23)
^Al
(computed in Eqn. 3.25)
-0.95 in. 
-1.00 in. 
-1.02 in. 
-1.018 in. *
-1.559 in.
-1.157 in.
-0.999 in.
-1.016 in. *
- ................- -
For = 1.016 in. Eqn. 3.23 gives
“ ~^D1 ~ -0.0839 in.
and using Eqn. 3.27
= Ag^ - Ag^ = 0.1679 in.
Computing BE' by Eqn. 3.28
BB" = -1.0182 in.
where
BB" = DD"
and Eqn. 3.30 gives
A2  ^ = - (BB"+DD") sin0 = 0.1866 in.> 0.1679 in. (ccaiçuted by Bcja. 3.27)
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Trial 3
Assuming = 2.833 kips and using the preceeding 
procedure, the final values of by Eqn. 3.27 and 3.30 are
= 0.1739 in. (by Eqn. 3.27)
A^ = 0.1748 in. (by Eqn. 3.30)
which are not sufficiently close, therefore a lower value for 
must be tried.
Trial 4
Assuming = 2.831 kips and final values of Aj.are; 
A^ = 0.1754 in. (by Eqn. 3.27)
A^  = 0.1752 in. (by Eqn. 3.30)
These two values are close enough and the other deflections 
and reactions for this load increment are then found to be
Ag^ = -Ag^ = -0.0877 in.
= -1.063 in.
Pel = Pg2 = 5.626 kips
= -2.831 kips
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Using the procedure described in section 2.6 and the 
computed member forces, the yielded portions of every cross- 
section were determined and new section properties computed.
For this increment additional yielding did not occure besides 
those portion yielded due to residual stresses and the values 
of a, 3/ <5 and p are unchanged and iteration was not necessary.
With the same procedure, deflections and reactions for 
additional load increments are computed and shown in Table B.2.
At w ^ 2  - 0.121 kips/in., two hinges formed on the rafter,
near the peak causing frame instability. The locations of 
these hinges are symmetrical with respect to Point A as shown 
in Figure B.l.
The frame was also analyzed by computer (modified 
stiffness method). The load-deflection relationships of the 
two analyses are shown in Figure B.2. Good agreement was found 
until w^ j^  = 0.1 kips/in. Between w^^ = 0.1 kips/in. and the
failure load, the trial and error method predicted higher 
deflections, and the failure load computed by this method is 
slightly lower than the failure load obtained by the computer 
program.
.41
0J2
0.10
0.08
c
a.
lâê
Computer Analysis 
Trial and Error Analysis
0.02 .
82 3 4 75 6
Va  in.
Figure B.2 Load-Deflection Relationships for Example 1
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Table B.2: Results of Trail and Error Analysis of Example 1
^T1 kips/in. kips kips in. in. in.
0.02 2.831 5.6326 -1.063 -0.087 0.087
0.04 5.666 11.2652 -2.144 -0.173 0.173
0. 06 8.494 16.8978 -3.227 -0.255 0.255
0.08 11.324 22.5304 -4.315 -0.332 0.332
0.10 14.154 28.163 -5.456 -0.408 0.408
0.121 17.126
i
34.077 -6.97 -0.502 0.502
B.2 Example 2
The frame shown in Figure B.3 is analyzed in this 
example. The frame is constructed of members with doubly 
symmetric H-shaped cross-sections and with constant tapering 
angle. The effect of connection reinforcement and residual 
stresses are considered in the same manner as in Example 1.
The frame is subjected to a uniform load distributed along the 
length of the rafter in additon to a single concenterated 
lateral load at the eave. The loading was incremented in two 
stages: The first stage continued until a single hinge formed.
The second stage was from this load to collapse.
First Stage Loading
Results of an analysis by the trial and error method
for the first stage loading are tabulated in Table B.3. The 
procedure used was described in Example 1.
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R  5X0.18 8
t^s0.157| (1=8.376-24.376
It 5X0.18 8^'
Section F-F
240
location 
of second 
hinge
location J* 
of first 
hinge
F« =50 ksi
W=0.04û kip^in
C
¥
Figure B .3 Frame Geometry and Loading for Example 2
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Second Stage Loading
At the end of the first stage of loading a hinge formed 
on column DE, at a distance 22.5 in. from the center of connec­
tion D. Due to formation of this hinge, the frame is determin­
ate for further analysis. The loading for this stage was 
identical to that of the first stage. A second hinge formed 
when Wg = 0.004 kips/in. and = 0.1 kip.
The horizontal deflection at B due to these loads is 
computed using Eqn. 3.71.
L R
where 9^ ,^, 9^^ and 9 ^  are computed by Eqns. 3.14, 3.15
3.69 and 3.53.
0 _ “b c a ® x^dx
== ' ^  Jc ~
^BA ^ 2
x^dx A ®  (Lj^ -x)xdK  ^ w^cos9 ^^(L^-x)
EL^“ JA ^x y  A - A
x^dx
=
^  /^(I^-X)xdx ^  /"^(I^-x)x^dx
J b  - T   +  - T - ^  ^  J b  —
9- - ^ AD x^dx *2°°G8 T A  (l  x)x^dx
“  ■  Â  : x  J b  - A i ; -------
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Integrating over small elements yields
® x^dx _ 0-62 / = 1.345 X 10
A  ^x
^  ( y x ) x d x  ^
gs9 ! B (yxjx^dK , 1 C  ^ 10-2
b A  2:%
—  , ■^(L.-x)xdx _g
2 / - ^ =   = 1.517 X 10 ^
-/b ^x
/ = 7.551 X 10"G
=2^ A  ^
cos9 Z*'^  (L,-x)x^dx -
ELb A    = 3.943 X 10-2
2 /  = 6.12 X 10“®
®^b A  "x
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(L.-x)x^dx
ELb T d  - 4 ï -----  = 2.661 X 10-2
= 1.578 X 1Q-®
J c  =x
Based on the deflected shape of the frame at the end of the first 
stage loading the reaction due to arid are
P^ 2  ~ 1.023 kips
Qc 2 =-0.1 kip
Pp2 = 1.124 kips
Qe 2 = 0
and the member end moments are 
= Mgg = -24.46 kips-in.
= -142. 30 kips-in.
= 0 (See Figure 3.11)
For these moments, the member end rotations are 
9g^ = -3.1191 X lO”  ^ rad.
0^g = -1.2693 X 10"3 rad.
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= -9.7732 X lO”  ^rad.
6g^ = -3.86 X 10"^ rad.
and Eqn. 3.71 gives
Aq2  “ 0.3537 in.
Using Eqn. 3.73 for vertical deflection at A 
^ ^ (*AB + ^ - Dj. )
'A2 2 ^ 2
V^ 2  = -0.2723 in.
From rafter geometry (Eqn. 3.74)
Az + Al = -a)
Ag + = 4.9974 in.
The deflection A^  ^was computed in the first stage loading to be
A^ = 4.74 in.
therefore
Ag = 0.2574 in.
since
^2 ^D2 “ ^B2
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Substitution of the values of 6^ and gives
Aj^ 2 - 0.6111 in.
and
^B2 ^D2
^A2 " ■ 2—  = 0.4824 in.
The above results do not consider the P-A effects in the 
second stage loading. Recalculation including these effects 
results in the following;
Ag2  - 0.395 in.
V^ 2  = 0.3014 in.
Ag = 0.285 in.
Aq2  - 0.6801 in.
A^ 2  “ 0.5 375 in.
Because of the increase, a second iteration is required. 
Ag2  ~ 0.3983 in.
V^ 2  =-0.3037 in.
A2  = 0.287 in.
Ag2  “ 0.6856 in.
A^ 2 “ 0.542 in.
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Since the difference in respective deflections between this 
cycle and the previous cycle is sufficiently small, the 
iteration is stopped and these deflections are taken as the 
final deflections in the second stage.
With these loads a new hinge formed at 43 in.from 
Point A on beam AB and the frame failed. The deflection and 
reactions of the frame at several load increments for the 
first and second stage loadings are tabulated in Table B.3.
Load-deflection curves from the trial and error analysis 
and forma computer analysis are plotted in Figure B.4. As in 
Example 1, the trial and error method predicted slightly higher 
deflection at loads near the failure load of the frame.
Table B.3 Results of Trial and Error Analysis of Example 2
Q
kips
Qc
kips
Pc
kips
AB
in.
A VA
in.
0.5 1.282 5.101 0.075 0.891 -0.0970
1 2.557 10.19 0.155 1.794 -1.855
2 5.057 20.292 0.330 3.752 -3.795
2.5 6.261 25.235 0.452 5.192 -4.861
2.6 6.161 26.27 0.850 5.878 -5.165
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Figure B.4 Load-Deflection Relationships for Example 2
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Computation of Maximum Allowable Load of the Frame Using 
AISC Design Provisions
Since the frame contains double symmetric H-shpaed 
members with constant tapering angle, the maximum allowable 
stress for all members can be determined using the design 
provisions of the AISC specification as explained in Reference 8. 
In this procedure, the beams and columns of a frame are judged 
adequate for a given load, when the value of an interaction 
equation for every member of the frame is less than 1.0.
Figure B.5 shows the moment diagram for a first order 
analysis of the frame for Q = 1 kip and w = 0.04 kips/in.
The moment and axial force of a cross-section for a value of Q 
and w (same ratio of Q/w as diagram) can be determined by multi­
plying the values from the diagram by Q. The adequacy of beams 
and columns of the frame was checked for several values of Q 
and w, and the maximum values obtained were Q = 2.53 kips and 
w = 0.1012 kips/in. The computations for this value of Q and 
w are as follows;
I. Beam AD
For column DE the tapering ratio is
= a# -1 '  1-91-
The carry-over-factors and stiffness factor of the column
are
S d = -0-9083
136.61 k ips-in
U1
K)
Figure B.5 First Order Analysis Moment Diagram 
for Frame of Example 2
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S e  = -0-2643
= 125161.81
The equivalent moment of inertia of the column is 
bT
S c  “ 3Ë " 3x29000' ^ 125161.81 (1-0.9083x0.2643)
= 262.39 in.4
= E ^ 240x38.215 _ . iina
S  Lblec 268.33x262.39 0-1304
Assuming the frame is hinged at B, = 10 (AISC recommended 
for pinned end) and using the AISC design aid charts 
\ y  = 0.9
At the narrow end r^ = 3.491 in. and
V S  _ 0.9x268.33 _ ^.
r^ 3.491 59.18
AISC specification Table 1-50 gives
= 21.2 ksi
From plastic design provisions of AISC
= 1.7 F A = 36.04A cr ay
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Also
Pe'y ' ----— ----- 2“  ' 59.9SA
(kxYX&b/rxl
The interaction equation is
S -  +  V   ^  2
®cr
where = 0.85 when sidesway is permitted.
The interaction equation was evaluated at 21 sections along 
the beam AD. Pertinent parameters and results computed are 
shown in Table B.4. The moments and axial forces along the 
beam AB are less than along beam AD, therefore, AD is adequate 
by inspection.
II. Column DE
The tapering ratio of the beam AD is
Yg = a; -1 = 1-91
and the carry-over-factors and stiffness factor of the beam are 
S a  = -0-2643 
C a d  = -0.9083 
= 112085.2
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Table B.4 AISC Analysis of Beam AD, Example 2
Distance
in.
Mp
kips-in.
Moment
kips-in.
P
kips
P
Per
On P . QtM
P P
cr (1- =2— )>%) 
e'Y
0 2253.86 5.648 2147.06 -20.491 0.1007 0.9075 0.9628
22.65 2143.47 5.4109 1655.2 -19.464 0.0993 0.9042 0.798
26.80 2068.06 5.3968 1570.7 -19.276 0.0996 0.9039 0.786
40.20 1928.56 5.2712 1309.79 -18.67 0.0983 0.9034 0.7118
53.60 1825.10 5.1456 1067.04 -13.06 0.0974 0.9029 0.625
67.00 1724.14 5.02 842.46 -17.45 0.0965 0.9023 0.537
80.40 1625.65 4.8944 636.05 -16.85 0.0955 0.9018 0.448
93.80 1529.66 4.7688 447.82 -16.24 0.0945 0.9012 0.358
107.20 1436.16 4.6432 277.76 -15.63 0.0934 0.9006 0.268
120.60 . 1345.14 4.5176 125.87 -15.03 0.0923 0.8999 0.177
134.00 1256.62 4.392 -7.85 -14.42 0.0911 0.8992 0.097
147.40 1170.58 4.2664 -123.40 -13.81 0.0898 0.8985 0.185
160.80 1087.03 4.1408 -220.78 -13.20 0.0885 0.8977 0.271
174.20 1005.96 4.0152 -299.98 -12.6 0.0871 0.8970 0.355
187.60 927.39 3.8896 -361.02 -11.99 0.0855 0.8961 0.434
201.00 851.32 3.764 -403.88 -11.38 0.0839 0.8951 0.509
214.40 777.72 3.6384 -428.571 -10.77 0.0821 0.8941 0.574
227.80 706.61 3.5128 -435.09 -10.17 0.0803 0.8931 0.63
241.20 637.99 3.3872 -423.44 -9.56 0.0783 0.8920 0.67
254.60 571.86 3.2616 -393.61 -8.95 0.0761 0.8908 0.689
268.00 508.22 3.136 -345.62 -8.35 0.0739 0.8895 0.679
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The equivalent moment of inertia of beam AD is
leB = + H 5 |iô='^2085.2(1-0.2643x0.9083)
= 262.71 in.4
and
=D = ^ I I Ü E 7 I ^ =  0-1G26
G = 10 (AISC recommended for pinned end) 
E
Using AISC design aid charts
«XY = 0-91
At the narrow end ,= 3.491 and
. 69.13
X
AISC specification Table 1-50 gives
= 22.27 KSI
From plastic design provisions of AISC
Per = 1-7 FayA = 37.86A
also
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The interaction equation is
_2_ +  ÇBE  < 1
Per (1 - p ^ ) M
where Cm = 0.85 when sidesway is permitted.
The values of interaction equation for 21 sections along 
the column DE are shown in Table B.5. At a point 48 in. from 
D, the value of interaction equation was maximum, slightly 
less than 1.0, and is the critical section. Since the moments 
and axial forces along column EC are less than moments and 
axial forces along column DE, column DE is not critical. Thus, 
Q = 2.53 kips and 2 = 0.1012 kips/in. is the load capacity of 
the frame by the AISC.
The maximum load computed using the modified stiffness 
technique described in Chapter II was Q = 2.6 kips and w =
0.104 kips/in. The AISC procedure prediction is 2.7% lower.
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Table B.S AISC Analysis of Column DE, Example 2
Distance
in. kips-in. * i n ^
Moment
kips-in.
P
kips
P
Per
On
p + p
cr (l-pi—  
e'Y
0 489.09 3.136 0.0 -25.89 0.2181 0.9582 0.2181
12 553.06 3.2616 107.35 -25.89 0.2097 0.9535 0.3948
24 619.55 3.3872 214.71 -25.89 0.2019 0.9492 0.5309
36 688.55 3.5128 322.06 -25.89 0.1947 0.9453 0.6369
48 760.07 3.6384 429.41 -25.89 0.1879 0.9415 0.7199
60 834.09 3.764 536.77 -25.89 0.1817 0.9382 0.7855
72 910.63 3.8896 644.12 -25.89 0.1758 0.9351 0.8372
84 989.67 4.0152 751.47 -25.89 0.1703 0.9322 0.8781
96 1071.23 4.1408 858.82 -25.89 0.1651 0.9295 0.9103
108 1155.31 4.2664 966.18 -25.89 0.1603 0.9269 0.9355
120 1241.89 4.3920 1073.53 -25.89 0.1557 0.9245 0.9549
132 1330.99 4.5176 1180.88 -25.89 0.1514 0.9223 0.9697
144 1422.59 4.6432 1288.24 -25.89 0.1473 0.9202 0.8906
156 1516.71 4.7688 1395.59 -25.89 0.1434 0.9182 0.9883
168 1613.35 4.8944 1502.94 -25.89 0.1397 0.9163 0.9933
180 1712.49 5.0200 1610.29 -25.89 0.1362 0.9145 0.9961
192 1814.41 5.1456 1717.65 -25.89 0.1329 0.9128 0.9972*
204 1918.31 5.2712 1825 -25.89 0.1297 0.9112 0.9966
217.5 2038.85 5.4125 1945.77 -25.89 0.1264 0.9095 0.9945
228 2134.19 5.5224 2039.71 -25.89 0.1238 0.9082 0.9918
240 2245.89 5.6480 2147.06 -25.89 0.1211 0.9068 0.9880
♦Critical section
